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Adviser: Andrzej S. Nowak 
The safety of aging bridge inventory is one of the main concerns of the state and federal 
agencies. Therefore, there is a need to quantify the safety margin of existing 
infrastructure and new design bridges. The Serviceability Limit States, i.e. fatigue, 
requires additional statistical parameters and not only the maximum values but also load 
spectra, i.e. frequency of occurrence of loads. The maximum values are needed for 
shorter time periods, such as day, week, month or year. Load spectra as well as material 
resistance are random variables. To quantify the safety margin of existing and future 
bridges load and resistance models are needed.  This dissertation provides documentation 
on the development of the statistical parameters of live load spectra for service limit 
states.  
The analysis of load spectra includes consideration of the WIM data base from NCHRP 
12-76 and Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). The obtained data included over 65 
million vehicles from 32 different locations. For analysis three cases were considered: 
mid span of the simply supported bridges, negative moment over the support in 
continuous bridges and positive moment at 0.4 span length of continuous bridges. 
Calculations were carried out for span lengths from 30 ft to 200 ft. 
Developed load models are for national loads. Statistical parameters were summarized 
and presented.  
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 
1.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The safety of aging bridge inventory is one of the main concerns of the state and federal 
agencies. Of the 600,000 public road bridges listed in the National Bridge Inventory, 
15%, or 88,150, are classified as structurally deficient, 14%, or 81,900 are functionally 
obsolete. However, the bridge inventory is aging and current federal funds are 
insufficient to keep the bridge inventory in the current condition. If relatively similar 
levels of capital investment continue, road conditions will worsen by about 17% by 2024. 
At similar levels of investment, there would still be a $112.6 billion backlog of bridge 
improvements by 2026 (FHWA, 2008). Therefore, there is a need to quantify the safety 
margin of existing infrastructure and new design bridges. 
Current bridge design specification, American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials (AASHTO, 2010), is based on a load and resistance factor 
design (LRFD). Code was calibrated based on reliability approach and upgraded to 
LRFD in 2004. At the time of calibration documented in NCHRP Report 368, there was 
no reliable truck data available and, therefore, Ontario truck survey of 1977 was used. At 
present a considerable amount of Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) truck data is available. 
The Serviceability Limit States, i.e. fatigue, requires additional statistical parameters and 
not only the maximum values but also load spectra, i.e. frequency of occurrence of loads. 
The maximum values are needed for shorter time periods, such as day, week, month or 
year. Load spectra as well as material resistance are random variables. To quantify the 
safety margin of existing and future bridges load and resistance models are needed.  This 
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dissertation provides documentation on the development of the statistical parameters of 
live load spectra for strength limit states and service limit states. 
1.2. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH 
The main objective of this research is development of the national statistical live load 
model for serviceability limit states; in particular fatigue load based on recent WIM data. 
Extensive WIM data was provided by two sources: NCHRP 12-76 and Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA). Data was collected from 2006-2008 from 32 WIM sites in 16 
states. In most cases the data covers 12 months of constant reading under regular traffic. 
Based on this information, more accurate load models for service limit states than are 
currently available, are developed. 
The specific plan includes the following tasks: 
1. Review of the structural reliability models and stochastic methods with 
application in structural engineering. 
2. Filtration of the available WIM data according to agreed conditions. 
3. Demonstration of the load spectra and development of the national statistical load 
model of moment for serviceability limit states. 
4. Demonstration of the fatigue load spectra and development of the national 
statistical load model of fatigue repetitive load. 
5. Development of the simulation model of the site specific live load effect on the 
bridges. 
The scope of this study includes a wide range of span lengths between 30 ft - 200 ft. This 
covers most of the bridge span lengths used on US Interstates and Highways. 
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Simply supported and continuous bridge structures were investigated. Moment time 
histories for each WIM site were calculated for the mid-span of the simply supported 
bridges, and for the middle support and 0.4 of the span length of the continuous bridges.  
In addition, the simulation model of the site specific live load effect on the bridges was 
developed.  
The developed live load models are intended to be used in the calibration of the 
serviceability limit states in current bridge specification AASHTO LRFD. 
1.3. PROIR INVESTIGATIONS 
Live load on bridges has been investigated by many researchers. The results were 
published in many reports, papers and dissertations. The statistical approach was used for 
the development of a live load model based on the Ontario truck survey in NCHRP 
Report 368 (Nowak, 1999). The Ontario truck weight database was collected in 1975 
from a single site over only a 2-week period. Findings from NCHRP Report 368 were 
used for calibration of bridge design specification AASHTO LRFD. Since that time the 
WIM systems were improved and are commonly used on the US highways for traffic data 
collection. NCHRP Project 12-76 (Sivakumar et al. 2008) presented protocol for the 
collecting of Weigh-In-Motion records. In the NCHRP 683 Report a set of protocols and 
methodologies for using recent truck data was developed (Sivakumar et al. 2011). Data 
used in both NCHRP projects: 12-76 and 683, and extended by additional sites, was used 
in this study. Current WIM data was used by M. Kozikowski for development of live 
load moment and shears model for bridges (M. Kozikowski, 2009). 
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Fatigue load spectra for girder bridges were investigated by A. S. Nowak and J. A. 
Laman (Nowak, 1996). However, the presented fatigue load model was representative for 
local truck traffic conditions. Data was collected at few sites and for limited time a 
period. 
A considerable effort was directed towards tests of bridge components under cyclic 
loading. Steel bridge members were investigated under variable cycling loading by J. W. 
Fisher (Fisher et al., 1983). Fisher tested eight full size bridge girders with attachments 
for long life fatigue loading. The existence of a fatigue limit below which no fatigue 
cracks propagate is assured only if none of the stress range cycles exceed this constant 
amplitude fatigue limit. However, if any of the stress range cycles (as few as one per 
thousand cycles) exceed the limit, fatigue crack propagation will likely occur (Fisher et 
al., 1983). 
1.4. ORGANIZATION 
The dissertation is organized in 9 Chapters and Appendix A and B. 
Chapter 1 presents the introduction, problem statement, objective and scope of the 
research of the dissertation and the prior investigation in subject area. 
Chapter 2 presents the principals of the reliability theory that were applied in this study. 
Definitions of standard variables, probability distributions, limit state functions and a 
reliability index are introduced. Methods of use and construction of the normal 
probability paper are described. 
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Chapter 3 describes the development of the WIM based live load model for strength and 
serviceability limits states. The process of filtration of the rough data is presented. 
Results of the analysis are plotted on normal probability papers. The statistical 
parameters of the live load model are developed and summarized in tables and plotted on 
graphs.  
Chapter 4 presents the development of a WIM based fatigue live load model. The process 
of calculating load cycles and their magnitude is described. Results are compared with 
current practice and presented in tables and plotted on graphs. The statistical parameters 
of the fatigue live load model are developed and summarized in tables and plotted on 
graphs.  
Chapter 5 presents the development of the simulation model of site specific live load 
effect on the bridges. The process of the development of the simulation model is 
described; parameters of the simulation are summarized in tables. Simulation of the live 
load effect on the bridges was performed for several sites and compared with existing 
WIM data to evaluate the accuracy of the model. 
Chapter 6 presents the summary and conclusions of research performed for the scope of 
this dissertation. 
Chapters 7 specifies recommendations for further research in this subject area. 
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CHAPTER 2.  STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY MODELS 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
The reliability analysis determines the probability of failure of structures. Traditional 
structural analysis is based on deterministic values. However, loads as well as resistance 
are random variables. This is due to uncertainties in material properties, unpredictability 
of loads and accuracy of analytical methods. The current trend in developing code 
specifications is to use the reliability analysis for calibration of limit state functions. Most 
of the design codes have been calibrated or are in the process of calibration based on the 
reliability approach. Statistical models of load and resistance are needed to evaluate the 
uncertainties in the design process and calculate probability of failure.  
2.2. PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS OF RANDOM VARIABLES  
There are few types of random variables; the most common used are discrete and 
continuous. Discrete random variables are limited to sets of events or intervals of real 
values. Each set has a probability greater or equal to zero. A random variable is 
continuous when any possible event can be an outcome. Each event for continuous 
variables is different and has the same probability of occurrence. Different types of 
random variables have their probability functions. More information about probability 
functions and distributions is described in (Nowak, 2008), (Ang, 2007), (Kottegoda, 
1997), (Ayyub, 1997).  
The probability mass function (PMF) is defined for discrete random variables as a 
probability of occurrence of each event. The outcome from rolling the die is an example 
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of the discrete random variables with six possible events. If the die is unbalanced some 
events can occur more often than other. From the hypothetical test of rolling a die one 
hundred times the outcome was as shown in Table 2.1. The probability of occurrence is 
the number of occurrences divided by the total number of events, thus the sum of 
probability of occurrence is equal to one. 
Table. 2.1. Outcome from the test of rolling a die. 
Event Number of Occurrence Probability of Occurrence 
1 10 0.1 
2 13 0.13 
3 9 0.09 
4 16 0.16 
5 17 0.17 
6 35 0.35 
 
 
Fig. 2.1. A probability mass function. 
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The cumulative distribution function (CDF) can be defined for both discrete and 
continuous random variables. CDF describes the probability that a random variable X 
with a given probability distribution will be found at a value less than or equal to x. 
)()( xXPxFX ≤=  (1) 
An example CDF's for discrete and continuous random variable are shown on Fig. 2.2. 
 
Fig. 2.2. Cumulative distribution function for a discrete random variable at the left and 
for continuous random variable at the right. 
The CDF has several important axioms: 
1. The CDF is a positive, non-decreasing function whose value is between 0 and 
1. 
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5. For continuous random variables ∫=−=≤≤
b
a
XXX dfaFbFbxaP ξξ )()()()( . 
The probability density function (PDF) is defined only for continuous random variables 
as a derivative of the CDF.  
)()( xF
dx
d
xf XX =  
(2) 
∫
∞−
=
x
XX dfxF ξξ )()(  
(3) 
A property of the CDF is that all the values are between 0 and 1, to satisfy Equation 3 
when x is going to infinity the area under the PDF is going to 1. An example PDF is 
shown on Fig. 2.3. 
 
Fig. 2.3.Probability density function. 
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2.3. PARAMETERS OF A RANDOM VARIABLE 
Several parameters of random variables can be defined to help describe the properties of 
a distribution. Because all distributions of a random variable in this study can be assumed 
to be continuous, the described parameters are only for continuous random variables.  
The mean value (µ) for continuous function is the first moment about the origin: 
∫
∞
∞−
= dxxxf XX )(µ  (4) 
 
where the X is considered as a random variable. 
The expected value (E(X)) is equal to the mean value. The variance ( 2Xσ ) is the second 
moment about the expected value of a 2)( XX µ− . 
∫
∞
∞−
−= dxxfX XXX )()( 22 µσ  (5) 
The standard deviation ( Xσ ) is the third moment about the mean which is defined as the 
square root of the variance. Standard deviation as well as coefficient of variation measure 
the variability of the random variable. 
2
XX σσ =  (6) 
The coefficient of variation (VX) is defined as the absolute value of the ratio: standard 
deviation to mean value. 
 
(7) 
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The coefficient of variation is a non-dimensional, positive parameter. 
2.4. DISTRIBUTIONS OF A RANDOM VARIABLE 
Probability distributions assign the probability measures according to prescribed rules. 
There are many types of discrete and continuous distributions. The most commonly used 
distributions of continuous random variables are: uniform, normal or Gaussian, 
lognormal, gamma, beta, exponential, and extreme value type I, II and III.  
The normal distribution also known as a Gaussian distribution is widely used in 
engineering applications due to its simplicity. The PDF of a normal distribution is defined 
by Equation 8 for ∞<<∞− x
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2
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2
1)(
σ
µ
piσ
x
xf X  (8) 
where, mean value (µ) and standard deviation (σ) are parameters of the distribution. 
Mean value is responsible for shifting the whole distribution at the horizontal axis and 
standard deviation defines the width of the distribution. The significance of these two 
parameters is shown for the PDF on Fig. 2.4 and for the CDF on Fig. 2.5. 
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Fig. 2.4.PDF's of the normal distribution with different values of the distribution 
parameters. 
 
Fig. 2.5.CDF's of the normal distribution with different values of the distribution 
parameters. 
Probability density function of the normal distribution has several important properties: 
- the density function has an overall bell shape, 
- )(xf X approaches 0 as x approaches ∞−  or ∞ , 
- )(xf X is symmetrical about the mean value, 
- the maximum value of )(xf X occurs at the mean, 
- the inflection point occurs at the σµ ±=x . 
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A special case of the normal distribution with parameters 0=µ  and 0=σ is called the 
standard normal distribution. The standard normal variable has a unique notation for PDF 
– φ(z) and for CDF – Ф(z). The density function and cumulative function are determined, 
respectively by Equations 9 and 10: 
)
2
exp(
2
1)(
2z
z −=
pi
φ for ∞<<∞− z  (9) 
dzzz
z
∫
∞−
−=Φ )
2
exp(
2
1)(
2
pi  
(10) 
Cumulative probability of zi is the shaded area under PDF shown on Fig 2.6. 
0 z
Probability p
zi
φ(z)
 
Fig. 2.6.Cumulative probability on the PDF. 
The value of standard normal variable zi at the cumulative probability p is formulated as 
an inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution function as shown in Equation 
11. 
)(1 pz i −Φ=  (11) 
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The inverse of a standard normal distribution function is used for construction of a 
normal probability paper discussed later in this chapter. 
Most of the distributions of the continuous random variables are for an unlimited range of 
values. However, load effect on bridges due to truck traffic is more complex because 
there are lower and upper boundaries. The lower boundary is a load effect due to the self-
weight of the smallest trucks. The upper bound of the distribution is limited to the 
maximum legal load. However some vehicles are overloaded and exceed legal load 
limitations. These overloaded vehicles have a second upper limit which is the load 
carrying capacity of the truck suspension and tires. To reflect distribution of the vehicle 
load effect on the bridges the distribution with finite lower and upper limits is needed. 
The beta distribution is appropriate for a random variable whose range of possible values 
is bounded. The PDF of beta distribution is define as 
1
minmax
1
max
1
min
)(
)()(
),(
1)(
−+
−−
−
−−
=
rq
rq
X
xx
xxxx
rqB
xf for maxmin xxx <<  (12) 
where q and r are parameters of a distribution and B(q,r) is the beta function. The beta 
function shown on Equation 13 is related to the gamma distribution as shown in Equation 
14. 
∫
−−
−=
1
0
11 )1(),( dxxxrqB rq  (13) 
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)()(),(
rq
rq
rqB
+Γ
ΓΓ
=
 
(14) 
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Depending on the distribution parameters q and r, the PDF of the beta distribution has a 
different shape. When q < r, the PDF is positively skewed, when q > r, the PDF is 
negatively skewed. In Fig. 2.7 is shown the significance of the distribution parameters for 
101 << x . With these characteristics, the beta distribution is very universal for fitting 
distributions of experimental results. 
 
Fig. 2.7. PDF's of the beta distribution with different values of the distribution 
parameters. 
Standard form of the beta distribution is formulated for 10 << x . For standard beta 
distribution the PDF equation is simplified 
11 )1(),(
1)( −− −= rqX xx
rqB
xf
 (15) 
The CDF of the beta distribution is calculated according to Equation 16. 
dxxx
rqB
xF
x
rq
X ∫
−−
−=
0
11 )1(),(
1)(  (16) 
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CDF of the beta distribution for a different configuration of parameters and 101 << x  is 
shown on Fig. 2.8. 
 
Fig.2.8.CDF's of the beta distribution with different values of the distribution parameters. 
Truck traffic consists of different types of vehicles. Moreover, within the same type of a 
vehicle the load effect varies. This is because the trucks are caring different type of loads, 
are loaded for maximum load caring capacity, by volume, or empty. It is impossible to fit 
one distribution to the load effect due to all WIM data trucks. However, different parts of 
a WIM data distribution have trends similar to the common distribution types. The beta 
distribution is used for extrapolation of the upper tale of the distribution of live load 
effect on the bridges. 
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2.5. THE NORMAL PROBABILITY PAPER 
Probability papers are used for graphical expression of a statistical data and can be 
defined for each type of distribution. The normal probability paper is the most commonly 
used for plotting experimental data.  
The normal probability paper is constructed on the basis of the standard normal CDF 
which is a non-decreasing, s-shape function. Scale on the vertical probability axis is 
modified so the standard normal CDF is plotted as a straight line and origin of the 
horizontal axis is moved to the mean value which corresponds to the probability equal to 
0.5 as shown on Fig. 2.9. 
0.5
0.001
0.999
0.001
0.5
0.999
 
Fig. 2.9.Process of "straightening" the CDF. 
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Next the probability on the vertical axis is recalculated according to the inverse 
cumulative distribution function of the standard normal variable as shown on Fig. 2.10. 
After this transformation any CDF of normal distribution is represented on a normal 
probability paper by a straight lane. Moreover, the vertical axis shows the number of 
standard deviations from the mean value. Slope of the straight line is the indication of 
degree of variation in a data. 
0.5
0.023
0.977
Mean
Xσσσ σ
0.159
0.841
FX(x)
0
-2
2
-1
1
)(1 pz i −Φ=
Z
 
Fig. 2.10.Construction of the normal probability paper. 
2.6. LIMIT STATE FUNCTION 
The limit state function determines the boundary between "acceptable" and 
"unacceptable" performance of a structure. The failure is defined as an exceedance of a 
limit state function. The basic limit state is a function of 0=− QR , where resistance (R) 
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and load (Q) are random variables. Therefore, the probability of failure is a volume cut-
out from the joint probability density function fRQ(x,y) by the limit state function g = R-
Q, Fig. 2.11. 
 
Fig. 2.11.Probability of failure. 
2.7. TIME TO FAILURE 
Service limit states are different than other performance functions because failure doesn't 
occur by one time exceedance of the limit. Failure of the service limit states, i.e. fatigue 
or permanent deformation, is a cumulative effect due to live load. Therefore, limit state 
functions are formulated in terms of time to failure. For this application, the reliability of 
a structure is defined as the probability that the component will perform according to a 
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specified criterion, for at least a specified time period, under specified conditions. The 
performance function in terms of time is defined as shown on Equation 17. 
∫
∞
−==
t
TTT tFdttftg )(1)()(  (17) 
where T is a performance time period, or in other words time to failure, and t is an 
incremental time. The )(tfT
 
is the PDF of the performance time period T, which is a 
random variable. The )(tFT  is the CDF of the performance time period T. 
The mean value for time to failure ( Tµ ) is defined as 
∫
∞
=
0
)( dtttfTTµ  (18) 
The variance of the time to failure ( 2Tσ ) is defined as 
∫
∞
−=
0
22 )()( dttft TTT µσ  (19) 
2.8. RELIABILITY INDEX 
The reliability index (β) is related to probability of failure and is defined as the inverse of 
coefficient of variation of limit state function g = R-Q. The graphical interpretation of the 
reliability index is the shortest distance from the origin of reduced variables R and Q to 
the limit state function (Hasofer, 1974) as shown on Fig. 2.12. 
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Fig. 2.12.Graphical interpretation of reliability index. 
The reliability index for two uncorrelated random variables: resistance (R) and load (Q) 
can be computed according to Equation 20. 
22
YX
YX
σσ
µµβ
+
−
=
 (20) 
For normally distributed random variables the reliability index can be computed directly 
from the probability of failure (p), as an inverse of the cumulative distribution function 
from probability of failure, as shown on Equation 21. 
)(1 p−Φ−=β  (21) 
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CHAPTER 3.  LIVE LOAD MODEL 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
The consideration of limit states, both ultimate (strength) and serviceability requires the 
knowledge of loads.  In this chapter the statistical parameters of live load are determined 
for the limit states considered in AASHTO LRFD (2010).  For Strength Limit States, the 
live load statistics were determined in NCHRP 12-33 and documented in the Calibration 
Report (NCHRP Report 368, 1999).  The emphasis was placed on prediction of the 
extreme expected live load effects in the 75 year life time of a bridge.  The data base at 
that time was truck survey carried out by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation in 
Canada.  The basic statistical parameters of the maximum 75 live load effect (moment 
and shear force) were determined by extrapolation of the survey truck data.  It was 
assumed that the survey represented two weeks of heavy traffic. The procedure is 
described in NCHRP Report 368. However, at the time of calibration, there was no 
reliable truck data available and, therefore, Ontario truck survey of 1977 was used.  At 
present, a considerable amount of Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) truck data is available. This 
chapter provides documentation on the development of the statistical parameters of live 
load for strength limit states and service limit states. 
The analysis includes consideration of the WIM data base from NCHRP 12-76 and 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).  The obtained data included over 65 million 
vehicles.  Out of that number, about 10 million were deleted because of obvious errors, 
leaving about 55 million.  Then, data from New York (7.8 Million) and Indiana (about 13 
million) was also removed.  The New York data was not considered because it included a 
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considerable number of extremely heavy vehicles.  It was decided that this data would 
have a strong effect on the statistical parameters, and the remaining states would be 
unnecessarily penalized (Kozikowski 2009). Indiana data could not be considered 
because the format was not compatible with the other States. Therefore, the considered 
data base included about 35 million vehicles. 
The obtained WIM data, for each location and each recorded vehicle, includes the 
following information: number of axles, spacing between axles, axle loads, gross vehicle 
weight, vehicle speed, and exact time of measurement.  Statistical parameters are 
determined for the gross vehicle weight (GVW) and moment caused by the vehicles, 
including a cumulative distribution function (CDF), bias factor, λ, that is equal to the 
mean-to-nominal ratio, i.e. the ratio of the mean value and the nominal (or design) value, 
and coefficient of variation, V, equal to the ratio of standard deviation and the mean.   
The obtained cumulative distribution functions (CDF)are plotted on the normal 
probability paper. Normal probability paper is a special scale that facilitates the statistical 
interpretation of the data.  The most important property of the normal probability paper is 
that the CDF of a normal random variable is represented by a straight line.  In addition, 
the curve representing the CDF of any other type of random variable, can be evaluated 
and its shape can provide an indication about the statistical parameters such as the 
maximum value, type of distribution for the whole CDF or, if needed, only for the upper 
or lower tail of the CDF.  Further information about construction and use of the 
probability paper can be found in textbooks (e.g. Nowak and Collins 2000). 
The horizontal axis represents the variable for which the CDF is plotted, e.g. GVW, mid-
span moment or shear. The vertical axis represents the number of standard deviations 
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from the mean value.  The vertical axis can also be interpreted as the probability of being 
exceeded and, for example, 1 standard deviation corresponds to 0.159 probability of 
being exceeded. 
3.2. WIM DATA BASE 
The truck survey includes weigh-in-motion (WIM) truck measurements obtained from 
NCHRP 12-76 and FHWA, and it includes data from 32 different locations. For each 
location, data covers about 12 months of traffic. The data includes number of axles, gross 
vehicle weight (GVW), weight per axle and spacing between axles. 
It was observed that the obtained WIM data, both from NCHRP 12-76 and FHWA, 
include a number of vehicle records that appear to be incorrect.  There are various 
reasons for questioning the data, for example: GVW is too low, unrealistic geometry, etc. 
Therefore, the data was filtered first to eliminate questionable vehicles.  Moreover, the 
exceptionally heavy vehicles were reviewed to check if their configuration resembles 
permit vehicles, mostly cranes and garbage trucks.  It was proposed to divide the data 
into two sets. The first set contains regular truck traffic. This data is used for the live load 
model for Service Limit States. The remaining set of data includes permit vehicles and 
illegally overloaded vehicles that occur relatively infrequently. The latter data might be 
used for live load for Service Limit State II which will consider special or permit load. 
The filtration process is illustrated in the flowchart shown on Fig. 3.1.A summary of the 
filtered data including the WIM locations, number of records and ADTT is shown in 
Table 3.1. 
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WIM Data
Filtering Criteria 1
- Individual axle weight greater than 70 kips or less than 2 kips
- GVW less than 12 kips
- Total length greater than 120 ft
- Total length less than 7 ft
- First axle spacing less than 5 ft
- Individual axle spacing less than 3.4 ft
- Speed less than 10 mph
- Speed greater than 100 mph
- GVW +/- the sum of the axle weights by greater than 10%
- Class of the vehicle according to FHWA <3 or >14
- Sum of axle spacing is greater than wheel base of truck by 1ft or more
Filtering Criteria 2
- Total number of axles less than 3 and GVW is more than 50 kips
- Steering axle weight more than 35 kips
- Individual axle weight more than 45 kips
Filtering Criteria 3
- GVW less than 20 kips
Wrong 
Reading YES
NO
Regular 
Truck Traffic
Permit or Illegally 
Overloaded  
Vehicles
NO YES
Live Load 
Analysis
Fatigue Load 
Analysis
No
 
Fig. 3.1. Flowchart of the filtering process. 
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Table 3.1.WIM locations and number of recorded vehicles. 
Site Number of Days in Data 
Total Number of 
Truck Records, N Lane ADTT 
AZ SPS-1 365 35,572 97 
AZ SPS-2 365 1,430,461 3919 
AR SPS-2 365 1,675,349 4590 
CO SPS-2 365 343,603 941 
DE SPS-1 365 201,677 553 
IL  SPS-6 365 854,075 2340 
IN SPS-6 214 185,267 508 
KS SPS-2 365 477,922 1309 
LA SPS-1 365 85,702 235 
ME SPS-5 365 183,576 503 
MD SPS-5 365 164,389 450 
MN SPS-5 365 55,572 152 
NM SPS-1 245 117,102 321 
NM SPS-5 245 608,280 1667 
PA SPS-6 365 1,495,741 4098 
TN SPS-6 365 1,622,320 4445 
VA SPS-1 365 259,190 710 
WI SPS-1 365 226,943 622 
CA Antelope EB 258 837,667 2192* 
CA Antelope WB 256 943,147 2258* 
CA Bowman 134 651,090 2018* 
CA LA-710 NB 333 4,092,484 6380* 
CA LA-710 SB 365 4,661,287 8366* 
CA Lodi 304 3,298,499 5186* 
FL I-10 354 1,641,480 2207* 
FL I-95 349 2,112,518 2558* 
FL US-29 354 389,164 606* 
MS I-10 337 1,965,022 2967* 
MS I-55UI 268 1,232,223 2054* 
MS I-55R 349 1,333,268 1790* 
MS US-49 359 1,225,138 1475* 
MS US-61 319 159,299 254* 
Total 35,856,898 
 
* NCHRP data is for multilane cases, lane with maximum ADTT is listed. 
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The cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of GVW and moment are plotted as separate 
curves for each location.  The legend for all CDF’s is shown in Fig. 3.2. 
FHWA Data NCHRP Data 
 
 
Fig. 3.2. Legend for all graphs. 
3.3. GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT (GVW) 
The cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for the GVW are plotted on the probability 
paper in Fig. 3.3. Each curve represents a different location.  The resulting curves 
indicate that the distribution of GVW is not normal.  Irregularity of the CDF is a result of 
different types of vehicles in the WIM data, with long and short, fully loaded and empty, 
or loaded by volume only, etc. 
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Fig. 3.3. CDF of Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) 
For each location, the mean values of GVW can be estimated directly from the graph.  It 
is at the intersection of the CDF with horizontal line at the zero level on the vertical axis.  
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So for the considered locations the mean gross vehicle weights are between 25 and 65 
kips.   The slope of each curve is an indication of the standard deviation and also 
coefficient of variation.  The steeper the slope, the smaller the coefficient of variation. 
The upper tails of the CDF curves show a similar trend, but there is a considerable spread 
of the maximum values, from 150 to over 250 kips. 
3.4. MOMENT FOR THE WIM DATA 
The distribution of moments due to WIM trucks was obtained by calculating the 
maximum bending moment for each vehicle in the data base. Each vehicle was run over 
the influence line to determine the maximum moment using a specially developed 
computer program. The calculations were carried out for spans from 30 through 200 ft.  
For each considered span length, the HL-93 moment was also calculated. HL-93 is a 
design load specified by AAHTO LRFD. HL-93 loading contains two cases. The load 
case which produces greater load effect governs. First case is design tandem and lane 
load equal to 0.64 kips/ft. A Tandem is a two axle vehicle with axle weight equal to 25 
kips and spacing 4 ft as shown on Fig. 3.4. The second case is a three axle design truck 
and lane load equal to 0.64 kips/ft. Design truck axle weights and spacing are shown on 
Fig. 3.5.  
 
Fig. 3.4. Design tandem loading (AASHTO LRFD, 2010). 
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Fig. 3.5. Design truck loading (AASHTO LRFD, 2010). 
For easier interpretation and comparison of results, the obtained WIM data moments 
were then divided by the corresponding HL-93 moment. The results were saved in a 
moment data file, separately for each span length and location.   
The cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for the ratio of the WIM truck moment and 
HL-93 moment are plotted on the normal probability paper in Figs. 3.4-3.8. The shape of 
the CDF curves is similar to that of GVW.  The mean WIM moments are between 0.2 
and 0.4 of HL-93 moments, for all span lengths considered.  The probability of a WIM 
moment to exceed 0.4 to 0.5 of HL-93 is about 0.15.  The maximum values of the WIM 
moment are between 1.0 and 1.4 of HL-93 moment in most cases. 
The obtained results can serve as basis for determining the statistical parameters of live 
load needed for the reliability analysis of the serviceability limit states. 
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Fig. 3.4. CDF's of WIM Moment and HL-93 Moment Ratio, Span = 30 ft. 
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Fig. 3.5. CDF's of WIM Moment and HL-93 Moment Ratio, Span =60 ft. 
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Fig. 3.6. CDF's of WIM Moment and HL-93 Moment Ratio, Span = 90 ft. 
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Fig. 3.7. CDF's of WIM Moment and HL-93 Moment Ratio, Span = 120 ft. 
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Fig. 3.8. CDF's of WIM Moment and HL-93 Moment Ratio, Span = 200 ft. 
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3.5. MAXIMUM MOMENTS FOR DIFFERENT TIME PERIODS 
The objective is to determine the mean maximum moment for different time periods: 1 
day, 2 weeks, 1 month, 2 months, 6 months, 1 year, 5 years, 50 years, 75 years and 100 
years.  The number of recorded vehicles for each location is given in Table 3.1. The data 
was collected over different time periods, in most cases about one year, but the number of 
vehicles varies because of different ADTT.  Each cumulative distribution function in Fig. 
3.4-3.8 includes the number of data points equal to the corresponding number of vehicles, 
N. For each CDF, the vertical coordinate of the maximum moment, zmax, is equal to, 
zmax = - Φ-1(1/N)        (3.1) 
whereΦ-1is the inverse standard normal distribution function. For example, if N is equal 1 
million, then zmax = 4.75. 
In further analysis, five ADTT’s are considered: 250, 1,000, 2,500, 5,000 and 10,000.  
The calculations were performed separately for each ADTT. To determine the mean 
maximum moments corresponding to the considered time periods, the vertical 
coordinates are found first.   
Starting with ADTT = 250, the vertical coordinate of the mean maximum 1 day moment, 
z, is 
z = - Φ-1(1/250) = 2.65       (3.2) 
because the number of trucks per 1 day is 250. 
For the mean maximum 2 week moment, z, is 
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z = - Φ-1(1/3500) = 3.44       (3.3) 
because the number of trucks per 2 weeks is (250 trucks)(14 days) =  3500 trucks. 
Finally, for the mean maximum 100 year moment, z, is 
z = - Φ-1(1/9,125,000) = 5.18       (3.4) 
because the number of trucks per 100 years is (250 trucks)(365 days)(100 years) =  
9,125,000  trucks. 
Similarly, for ADTT = 1000, the vertical coordinate of the mean maximum 1 day 
moment, z, is 
z = - Φ-1(1/1000) = 3.09       (3.5) 
because the number of trucks per 1 day is 1000. 
For the mean maximum 2 week moment, z, is 
z = - Φ-1(1/14,000) = 3.8       (3.6) 
because the number of trucks per 2 weeks is (1000 trucks)(14 days) =  14,000 trucks. 
Finally, for the mean maximum 100 year moment, z, is 
z = - Φ-1(1/36,500,000) = 5.67     (3.7) 
because the number of trucks per 100 years is (1000 trucks)(365 days)(100 years) =  
36,500,000  trucks. 
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Values of z for the considered ADTT’s and time periods from 1 day to 100 years are 
summarized in Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2. Vertical Coordinates for the Mean Maximum Moment 
 
ADTT 
250 1,000 2,500 5,000 10,000 
1 Day 2.65 3.09 3.35 3.54 3.72 
2 Weeks 3.44 3.08 4.02 4.18 4.33 
1 Month 3.65 4.00 4.20 4.35 4.50 
2 Months 3.82 4.15 4.35 4.50 4.65 
6 Months 4.09 4.39 4.59 4.73 4.87 
1 Year 4.24 4.55 4.73 4.87 5.01 
5 Years 4.59 4.87 5.05 5.18 5.31 
50 Years 5.05 5.31 5.47 5.60 5.72 
75 Years 5.13 5.38 5.55 5.67 5.78 
100 Years 5.18 5.44 5.60 5.72 5.83 
For example, for the WIM moments in Fig. 3.7 (span 120 ft), the vertical coordinates 
corresponding to different time periods are shown in Fig. 3.9 for ADTT = 1000. 
There are 32 WIM locations and, therefore, 32 curves in each Fig. 3.4-3.8, representing 
CDF’s of WIM moment.  The mean maximum moment can be obtained directly from the 
graph by reading the moment ratio (horizontal axis) corresponding to the vertical 
coordinate representing the considered time period. For example, from Fig. 3.9, the mean 
maximum 1 day moment ratio for FL-US29 is 0.95, and the mean maximum 1 year 
moment ratio is 1.39. 
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Fig. 3.9. Vertical Coordinates for Different Time Periods, ADTT = 1000 and Span = 120 
ft. 
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In the results, for each ADTT and span length, there are 32 values of the mean maximum 
1 day moment, 32 values of the mean maximum 2 week moment, and so on.  For an 
easier review and comparison, cumulative distribution functions of these 32 values 
obtained from Fig. 3.9, are plotted on the normal probability paper in Fig. 3.10.  There is 
one CDF for 1 day values, one for 2 weeks, etc.  These are CDF’s of extreme variables as 
each of the 32 values is the maximum moment for a WIM location. The obtained CDF’s 
are almost parallel; in particular this applies to the upper part.  Because of regularity, it is 
easier to determine the statistical parameters. 
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Fig. 3.10. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 1000 and span length 
120 ft. 
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3.6. STATISTICAL PARAMETERS OF LIVE LOAD 
The upper parts of the CDF’s are almost straight lines; therefore, it justifies the fitting by 
normal distributions.  The mean values can be read directly from the graph, as the 
intersection of CDF’s (represented by straight lines) and horizontal axis at zero on the 
vertical scale.  
For example, for ADTT = 1000 and span length of 120 ft, the statistical parameters of the 
maximum moment ratio, i.e. mean (µ) and coefficient of variation(V) calculated as the 
ratio of standard deviation (σ) and the mean, are listed in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3. Statistical parameters of live load for ADTT 1000 and span length 120 ft. 
  Mean Coefficient of Variation Mean +1.5 σ 
1 Day 0.71 0.17 0.89 
2 Weeks 0.91 0.16 1.14 
1 Month 0.96 0.16 1.19 
2 Months 1.03 0.13 1.23 
6 Months 1.09 0.11 1.27 
1 Year 1.14 0.10 1.31 
5 Years 1.17 0.10 1.35 
50 Years 1.21 0.11 1.41 
75 Years 1.23 0.10 1.41 
It is assumed that 32 WIM locations are representative for the truck traffic in the United 
States. For the purpose of further reliability analysis, it is recommended to assume that 
the mean maximum live load moment is equal to the mean for 32 WIM locations plus 1.5 
standard deviation, σ.  The probability of exceeding this value is about 5%.  The moment 
ratios corresponding to the mean plus 1.5 standard deviation are also listed in Table 3.3. 
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The statistical parameters calculations were carried out for all considered cases of ADTT 
and span length.  
The results were extrapolated to 100 years and span length of 300 ft. The results are 
summarized in Tables 3.4-3.8.  In addition, the recommended mean moment ratios (bias 
factors) are presented as a function of time period, in Fig. 3.11-3.16 for spans 30 to 300 ft 
and in Fig. 3.17-3.21 for ADTT from 250 to 10,000.  Bias factors vary depending on 
ADTT for shorter time periods, however for longer time periods it is about 1.4. 
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Table 3.4. Statistical Parameters of Live Load for ADTT 250, λ = µ + 1.5σ. 
ADTT 250 
Span 30 ft 60 ft 90 ft 120 ft 200 ft 300 ft 
 λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V 
1 Day 0.92 0.65 0.28 0.82 0.64 0.23 0.80 0.66 0.17 0.79 0.65 0.15 0.71 0.56 0.18 0.61 0.48 0.18 
2 Weeks 1.06 0.80 0.21 1.05 0.80 0.16 1.01 0.80 0.18 1.02 0.80 0.16 0.93 0.73 0.16 0.84 0.67 0.16 
1 Month 1.12 0.85 0.21 1.09 0.85 0.19 1.08 0.85 0.18 1.08 0.85 0.17 1.01 0.78 0.19 0.90 0.73 0.16 
2 Months 1.14 0.90 0.18 1.15 0.91 0.17 1.14 0.90 0.18 1.14 0.90 0.17 1.05 0.85 0.15 0.95 0.77 0.15 
6 Months 1.19 0.95 0.17 1.23 0.96 0.19 1.20 0.97 0.15 1.19 0.98 0.14 1.12 0.91 0.15 1.04 0.85 0.15 
1 Year 1.23 1.00 0.15 1.27 0.98 0.19 1.24 1.00 0.16 1.22 1.04 0.12 1.15 0.94 0.15 1.08 0.88 0.15 
5 Years 1.31 1.07 0.15 1.35 1.09 0.16 1.31 1.13 0.11 1.31 1.14 0.10 1.25 1.02 0.15 1.18 0.97 0.15 
50 Years 1.37 1.17 0.11 1.39 1.16 0.13 1.39 1.25 0.07 1.37 1.19 0.10 1.32 1.06 0.16 1.25 1.02 0.15 
75 Years 1.38 1.20 0.10 1.40 1.19 0.12 1.41 1.27 0.07 1.39 1.21 0.10 1.34 1.08 0.16 1.27 1.04 0.15 
100 Years 1.39 1.22 0.09 1.43 1.21 0.12 1.42 1.28 0.07 1.41 1.22 0.10 1.35 1.09 0.16 1.29 1.05 0.15 
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Table 3.5.Statistical Parameters of Live Load for ADTT 1,000, λ = µ + 1.5σ. 
ADTT 1,000 
Span 30 ft 60 ft 90 ft 120 ft 200 ft 300 ft 
 λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V 
1 Day 0.99 0.72 0.28 0.89 0.71 0.20 0.90 0.72 0.17 0.89 0.71 0.17 0.81 0.63 0.19 0.71 0.55 0.19 
2 Weeks 1.14 0.87 0.21 1.13 0.90 0.16 1.13 0.89 0.18 1.14 0.91 0.16 1.06 0.85 0.16 0.97 0.77 0.16 
1 Month 1.18 0.95 0.16 1.19 0.95 0.16 1.19 0.95 0.17 1.19 0.96 0.16 1.11 0.91 0.14 1.01 0.83 0.14 
2 Months 1.23 0.99 0.16 1.26 0.99 0.18 1.26 1.00 0.17 1.23 1.03 0.13 1.16 0.96 0.14 1.07 0.89 0.14 
6 Months 1.27 1.04 0.14 1.31 1.05 0.16 1.30 1.10 0.12 1.27 1.09 0.11 1.22 0.99 0.15 1.15 0.93 0.15 
1 Year 1.33 1.07 0.16 1.34 1.08 0.16 1.32 1.15 0.10 1.31 1.14 0.10 1.25 1.01 0.16 1.18 0.95 0.16 
5 Years 1.37 1.11 0.15 1.37 1.14 0.13 1.36 1.21 0.08 1.35 1.17 0.10 1.30 1.06 0.15 1.24 1.01 0.15 
50 Years 1.38 1.24 0.07 1.42 1.21 0.12 1.41 1.26 0.08 1.41 1.21 0.11 1.35 1.11 0.14 1.28 1.05 0.14 
75 Years 1.40 1.26 0.07 1.42 1.23 0.11 1.42 1.28 0.07 1.41 1.23 0.10 1.36 1.13 0.13 1.29 1.07 0.13 
100 Years 1.40 1.27 0.07 1.44 1.24 0.11 1.43 1.29 0.07 1.43 1.24 0.10 1.37 1.14 0.13 1.30 1.09 0.13 
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Table 3.6. Statistical Parameters of Live Load for ADTT 2,500, λ = µ + 1.5σ. 
ADTT 2,500 
Span 30 ft 60 ft 90 ft 120 ft 200 ft 300 ft 
 λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V 
1 Day 1.03 0.80 0.19 0.97 0.79 0.18 0.97 0.77 0.17 0.98 0.78 0.17 0.90 0.70 0.19 0.80 0.62 0.19 
2 Weeks 1.20 0.93 0.19 1.20 0.96 0.17 1.20 0.96 0.17 1.20 0.97 0.15 1.12 0.92 0.14 1.02 0.84 0.14 
1 Month 1.23 0.99 0.16 1.25 0.99 0.17 1.26 1.00 0.17 1.22 1.04 0.12 1.16 0.95 0.15 1.09 0.89 0.15 
2 Months 1.28 1.04 0.15 1.31 1.04 0.17 1.29 1.11 0.11 1.27 1.12 0.09 1.21 0.98 0.15 1.12 0.91 0.15 
6 Months 1.31 1.07 0.15 1.34 1.07 0.17 1.32 1.15 0.10 1.31 1.14 0.10 1.25 1.01 0.16 1.18 0.95 0.16 
1 Year 1.34 1.11 0.14 1.35 1.11 0.14 1.36 1.19 0.09 1.34 1.17 0.09 1.28 1.04 0.15 1.21 0.98 0.15 
5 Years 1.36 1.15 0.12 1.39 1.18 0.12 1.39 1.24 0.08 1.38 1.20 0.10 1.33 1.07 0.16 1.26 1.01 0.16 
50 Years 1.40 1.25 0.08 1.42 1.22 0.11 1.43 1.29 0.07 1.43 1.23 0.11 1.37 1.11 0.15 1.29 1.05 0.15 
75 Years 1.40 1.26 0.07 1.43 1.24 0.10 1.43 1.30 0.07 1.44 1.24 0.10 1.37 1.13 0.14 1.29 1.06 0.14 
100 Years 1.40 1.27 0.07 1.44 1.25 0.10 1.44 1.31 0.07 1.44 1.25 0.10 1.39 1.14 0.14 1.32 1.09 0.14 
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Table 3.7. Statistical Parameters of Live Load for ADTT 5,000, λ = µ + 1.5σ. 
ADTT 5,000 
Span 30 ft 60 ft 90 ft 120 ft 200 ft 300 ft 
 λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V 
1 Day 1.08 0.85 0.18 1.02 0.82 0.17 1.03 0.82 0.17 1.03 0.82 0.17 0.95 0.75 0.17 0.84 0.67 0.17 
2 Weeks 1.24 0.98 0.17 1.26 1.00 0.17 1.24 1.00 0.16 1.24 1.04 0.13 1.16 0.96 0.14 1.06 0.88 0.14 
1 Month 1.28 1.04 0.15 1.32 1.03 0.18 1.30 1.12 0.11 1.26 1.11 0.09 1.20 0.99 0.14 1.13 0.93 0.14 
2 Months 1.31 1.07 0.15 1.34 1.07 0.17 1.32 1.15 0.10 1.31 1.14 0.10 1.23 1.02 0.14 1.16 0.96 0.14 
6 Months 1.34 1.11 0.14 1.35 1.11 0.14 1.34 1.19 0.08 1.32 1.17 0.09 1.28 1.04 0.15 1.23 1.00 0.15 
1 Year 1.35 1.14 0.12 1.38 1.14 0.14 1.38 1.21 0.09 1.36 1.19 0.09 1.31 1.07 0.15 1.25 1.02 0.15 
5 Years 1.39 1.16 0.13 1.40 1.19 0.12 1.40 1.25 0.08 1.41 1.21 0.11 1.34 1.10 0.15 1.28 1.05 0.15 
50 Years 1.41 1.21 0.11 1.44 1.24 0.10 1.44 1.27 0.09 1.46 1.23 0.12 1.39 1.13 0.15 1.30 1.06 0.15 
75 Years 1.42 1.22 0.11 1.45 1.25 0.10 1.45 1.29 0.08 1.46 1.25 0.11 1.40 1.14 0.15 1.31 1.07 0.15 
100 Years 1.42 1.23 0.11 1.45 1.26 0.10 1.47 1.30 0.08 1.47 1.26 0.11 1.40 1.15 0.15 1.33 1.08 0.15 
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Table 3.8. Statistical Parameters of Live Load for ADTT 10,000, λ = µ + 1.5σ. 
ADTT 10,000 
Span 30 ft 60 ft 90 ft 120 ft 200 ft 300 ft 
 λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V λ µ V 
1 Day 1.17 0.88 0.22 1.09 0.89 0.16 1.11 0.87 0.18 1.13 0.87 0.20 1.02 0.81 0.17 0.91 0.75 0.17 
2 Weeks 1.29 1.02 0.18 1.31 1.04 0.17 1.29 1.11 0.11 1.27 1.12 0.09 1.22 0.98 0.16 1.16 0.93 0.16 
1 Month 1.32 1.06 0.16 1.34 1.08 0.16 1.32 1.15 0.10 1.29 1.14 0.09 1.25 1.01 0.16 1.20 0.97 0.16 
2 Months 1.35 1.09 0.16 1.35 1.11 0.14 1.35 1.18 0.09 1.32 1.17 0.09 1.28 1.04 0.15 1.23 1.00 0.15 
6 Months 1.35 1.12 0.13 1.37 1.14 0.13 1.37 1.20 0.09 1.34 1.19 0.08 1.30 1.06 0.15 1.25 1.02 0.15 
1 Year 1.37 1.17 0.11 1.39 1.16 0.13 1.39 1.24 0.08 1.38 1.20 0.10 1.32 1.08 0.15 1.27 1.04 0.15 
5 Years 1.39 1.24 0.08 1.41 1.21 0.11 1.42 1.27 0.08 1.42 1.22 0.11 1.37 1.11 0.15 1.30 1.06 0.15 
50 Years 1.40 1.28 0.06 1.45 1.24 0.11 1.45 1.30 0.08 1.46 1.25 0.11 1.40 1.14 0.15 1.31 1.07 0.15 
75 Years 1.41 1.29 0.06 1.46 1.26 0.10 1.47 1.32 0.08 1.47 1.26 0.11 1.40 1.16 0.14 1.32 1.09 0.14 
100 Years 1.42 1.30 0.06 1.47 1.27 0.10 1.49 1.33 0.08 1.48 1.27 0.11 1.42 1.17 0.14 1.33 1.10 0.14 
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Fig. 3.11. Bias Factor for Live Load, Span Length 30 ft. 
 
Fig. 3.12. Bias Factor for Live Load, Span Length 60 ft. 
 
Fig. 3.13. Bias Factor for Live Load, Span Length 90 ft. 
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Fig. 3.14. Bias Factor for Live Load, Span Length 120 ft. 
 
Fig. 3.15. Bias Factor for Live Load, Span Length 200 ft. 
 
Fig. 3.16. Bias Factor for Live Load, Span Length 300 ft. 
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Fig. 3.17. Bias Factor for Live Load, ADTT 250. 
 
Fig. 3.18. Bias Factor for Live Load, ADTT 1,000. 
 
Fig. 3.19. Bias Factor for Live Load, ADTT 2,500. 
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Fig. 3.20. Bias Factor for Live Load, ADTT 5,000. 
 
Fig. 3.21. Bias Factor for Live Load, ADTT 10,000. 
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CHAPTER 4.  FATIGUE LOAD MODEL 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
Fatigue is one of the major causes of failure for highway bridges. Cracking or rupture of 
components and connections calls for costly repairs or replacements. The limit state of 
fatigue is reached when accumulated load spectra exceed the fatigue resistance of 
material. Therefore, a rational approach to evaluation of existing and future bridges 
requires the knowledge of the load carrying capacity and accumulated loads as shown on 
Fig. 4.1. A considerable effort was directed towards tests of materials under cyclic 
loading, to establish the so called S-N curves, where S is the applied stress and N is 
number of load applications to failure. However knowledge about real fatigue load 
caused by the current truck traffic was limited and outdated based on research done in the 
80's. 
 
Fig. 4.1. Fatigue failure on S-N curve. 
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The current AASHTO LRFD (2010) has two different Fatigue Limit States. Fatigue 
Limit State I is related to infinite load-induced fatigue life. The fatigue load in this limit 
state reflects the load levels found to be representative of the maximum stress range of 
the truck population for infinite fatigue life design. Fatigue Limit State II is related to 
finite load-induced fatigue life. The fatigue load in this limit state is intended to reflect a 
load level found to be representative of the effective stress range of the truck population 
with respect to the induced number of load cycles and their cumulative damage effects on 
the bridge components. 
This chapter provides the documentation on development of the statistical models of 
fatigue load based on the weigh-in-motion (WIM) truck survey data.  The fatigue load is 
intended to be used in calibration of the design provisions in the AASHTO LRFD (2010). 
The WIM measurements provide unbiased data. The considered 15 WIM sites were 
provided by the Federal Highway Administration and they are considered as 
representative for the United States.  The total number of trucks exceeds 10 million. For 
each measured vehicle, the recorded information includes the gross vehicle weight 
(GVW), number of axles, load per axle, axle spacing, speed, date and time of 
measurement.  
Three cases are considered: mid-span moment for a simply supported bridge, moment at 
the support of a two span continuous bridge and moment at 0.4 span of a continuous 
bridge. The surveyed vehicles were run over influence lines to determine the number and 
magnitude of moment cycles for a wide range of span lengths for each case. The fatigue 
load time history was than developed for the bending moment. The fatigue load was 
calculated as an equivalent moment using the Palmgren-Miner formula (Miner, 1945).  
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The obtained equivalent moments representing fatigue load spectra are shown in tables. 
For each location, the maximum fatigue load is determined as follows.  Let N be the total 
number of cycles then the largest N/10,000 load cycles are identified, and the smallest of 
them is taken as the fatigue load for the considered location. The obtained results 
combined with fatigue resistance models can serve as a basis for the development of 
rational criteria for service limit state in AASHTO LRFD. 
4.2. WIM DATA USED FOR FATIGUE CALCULATIONS 
WIM data used for fatigue calculation was provided by the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA). Only sites with one full year of constant data collection were 
used for fatigue analysis.  
Because light vehicles are causing relatively low fatigue damage and to be consistent 
with previous research done by Dr. John Fisher, in addition to filters used for live load, 
filter 3 was used to remove light trucks with GVW under 20 kips. A summary of the data 
used for fatigue analysis including WIM locations, number of records and ADTT is 
shown in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1. WIM locations and number of vehicles used for fatigue analysis. 
Site Number of Days in Data 
Total Number of 
Truck Records, N Lane ADTT 
AZ SPS-1 365 26,501 97 
AZ SPS-2 365 1,391,098 3919 
AR SPS-2 365 1,642,334 4590 
CO SPS-2 365 326,017 941 
DE SPS-1 365 175,889 553 
IL  SPS-6 365 821,809 2340 
KS SPS-2 365 456,881 1309 
LA SPS-1 365 70,831 235 
ME SPS-5 365 172,333 503 
MD SPS-5 365 124,474 450 
MN SPS-5 365 47,794 152 
PA SPS-6 365 1,458,818 4098 
TN SPS-6 365 1,583,151 4445 
VA SPS-1 365 237,804 710 
WI SPS-1 365 209,239 622 
4.3. TRUCK TRAFFIC SIMULATION AND CALCULATION OF BENDING 
MOMENT TIME HISTORY 
Live load on bridges is caused mainly by moving trucks. Longer bridges often experience 
more than one vehicle in one span at the same time. Multiple vehicles in one span 
produce a larger load effect than a single truck. For fatigue load calculations it is very 
important to find the largest load cycles, because they are causing major fatigue damage. 
Experimental studies showed that there is a linear relationship between the magnitude of 
load cycle and fatigue damage. S-N curves for fatigue load tests show a log-log 
relationship between the cycle amplitude and a number of cycles to failure. It is reflected 
in the Palmgreen-Miner's formula for equivalent load.  
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Recent WIM data provides much more complex and more accurate information about the 
measured trucks. The WIM data includes not only axle loads and spacing between axles 
but also truck speed and time of measurement with an accuracy of 1 second. Therefore, 
using the available data, truck traffic on a bridge was simulated for a one year period and 
the time history of the bending moment was recorded. This allowed for the load effect of 
multiple trucks to be calculated simultaneously. Bending moment histories were 
developed for three cases: mid span of the simply supported bridges, negative moment 
over the support in continuous bridges and positive moment at 0.4 span length of 
continuous bridges. Calculations were carried out for span lengths from 30 ft to 200 ft. 
The considered continuous bridges had two equal length spans. Example of a moment 
time histories for a single truck passage are shown in Fig. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. 
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Fig. 4.2. Bending moment time history for an example, single truck passage, simple 
supported bridges - mid span. 
 
Fig. 4.3. Bending moment time history for an example, single truck passage, continuous 
bridges - middle support. 
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Fig. 4.4. Bending moment time history for an example, single truck passage, continuous 
bridges - 0.4 of the span length. 
4.4. RAIN-FLOW CYCLE COUNTING METHOD 
Development of fatigue load models requires a collection of the actual load time 
histories. The collected time histories must be processed to obtain a usable form. 
Commonly occurring bridge load histories are ether narrow band or wide band processes 
as shown in Fig. 4.5. Narrow band time histories are characterized by an approximately 
constant period. Wide band time histories are characterized by a variable frequency and 
random amplitude. For fatigue calculations, the stress range is determined, i.e. the 
difference between "peak" and "valley". 
Bending moment histories due to truck passages are wide band. The cycles are irregular 
with variable frequencies and amplitudes. Wide band histories do not allow for a simple 
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cycle counting. The Palmgren-Miner rule is applicable only when the individual events 
are isolated. In the past, many different counting procedures were proposed and used. 
Therefore, all of these methods were studied and compared to select the most efficient 
approach for this study. Only two counting algorithms seem to provide accurate results: 
rain-flow and range pair (Dowelling, 1972). The rain-flow cycle counting is 
recommended for variable cycle load counting by ASTM. 
 
Fig. 4.5.Wide versus narrow band history. 
The rain-flow cycle counting was proposed for the first time by Matsuishi and Endo in 
1968. This method counts the number of fully reversal cycles as well as half cycles and 
their range amplitude for a given load time history. A fully reversal cycle is when cycle 
range goes up to its peak and back to the starting position. A half cycle goes only in one 
direction, from the "valley" to the "peak" or from the "peak" to the "valley". 
The summary of the steps in the rain-flow cycle counting: 
1. Reduce the time history to a sequence of (tensile) peaks and (compressive) 
troughs. 
2. Imagine that the time history is a template for a rigid sheet (pagoda roof). 
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3. Turn the sheet clockwise 90° (earliest time to the top). 
4. Each tensile peak is imagined as a source of water that "drips" down the pagoda. 
5. Count the number of half-cycles by looking for terminations in the flow occurring 
when either:  
a) it reaches the end of the time history (Fig. 4.6, path 3-4-end or 4-5-7-9-11-
end); 
b) it merges with a flow that started at an earlier tensile peak; or 
c) it flows opposite a tensile peak of greater magnitude(Fig. 4.6, path: 5-6, 6-
6', 8-8', 10-10'). 
6. Repeat step 5 for compressive troughs. 
7. Assign a magnitude to each half-cycle equal to the stress difference between its 
start and termination, Table 4.2. 
8. Pair up half-cycles of identical magnitude to count the number of complete 
cycles, Table 4.3. Typically, there are some residual half-cycles (Downing and 
Socie, 1982). 
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Fig. 4.6. Rain-flow counting diagram. 
Table 4.2. Half cycles after rain-flow counting. 
Half Cycles 
Positive direction Negative direction 
Range Amplitude Range Amplitude 
1-2 2 2-3 3 
3-4-end 4 4-5-7-9-11-end 6 
5-6 1 6-6' 1 
7-8 1 8-8' 1 
9-10 4 10-10' 4 
11-12 5 12-13 4 
13-14 2 - - 
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Table 4.3. Load cycles after rain-flow counting. 
Amplitude Number of 
cycles 
1 2 
2 1 
3 0.5 
4 2 
5 0.5 
6 0.5 
The moment time histories obtained from the truck traffic simulation for each WIM site, 
span length, and case, were processed using the rain-flow counting method. Total number 
of cycles was divided by number of trucks in data base to get an average number of load 
cycles per truck passage. Results are summarized in tables: for simple span case in Table 
4.4, for the negative moment over support in continuous spans in Table 4.5 and for 
positive moment at 0.4 span lengths in continuous bridges in Table 4.6. In addition, the 
resulting numbers of load cycles per truck are plotted in Fig. 4.7-4.9. Results show that 
for simply supported bridges, the number of cycles at the mid-span is 2-2.5 cycles per 
truck passage for short spans and this value is linearly dropping to 1 for span lengths of 
about 100 ft. Similarly, for continuous bridges at 0.4 span lengths, for short spans, the 
number of cycles per truck is 2.3-3.5 and drops to 1-1.5 for span lengths of about 100 ft. 
The results for continuous bridges, negative moment over the support are 2.5-3.5 for 
short spans and about 2.5 for longer spans. More load cycles for short spans is caused by 
groups of axles rather than whole trucks due to relatively short spans compared to the 
vehicle length. 
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Table 4.4. Total number of load cycles and average number of load cycles per truck passage for simply supported bridges at the mid-span. 
Simple Support - mid-
span 
# of 
Vehicles 
# of Cycles Cycles per Truck 
30 60 90 120 200 30 60 90 120 200 
Arizona (SPS-1) 26501 59427.5 36397 27321 26505 26501 2.24 1.37 1.03 1.00 1.00 
Arizona (SPS-2) 1391098.0 3667719.5 2632482.5 1650818.0 1407468.0 1397629.5 2.64 1.89 1.19 1.01 1.00 
Arkansas (SPS-2) 1642334.0 4216668.5 3108866.5 1983249.5 1667856.0 1640182.5 2.57 1.89 1.21 1.02 1.00 
Colorado (SPS-2) 326017.0 824366.5 591565.5 377138.0 328271.0 327680.5 2.53 1.81 1.16 1.01 1.01 
Delaware (SPS-1) 175889.0 391173.0 272989.0 184061.0 176696.5 175664.5 2.22 1.55 1.05 1.00 1.00 
Illinois (SPS-6) 821809.0 2104493.5 1552007.5 990256.0 831086.0 823435.0 2.56 1.89 1.20 1.01 1.00 
Kansas (SPS-2) 456881.0 1182596.0 839726.0 542967.5 460973.5 459671.5 2.59 1.84 1.19 1.01 1.01 
Louisiana (SPS-1) 70831.0 162679.5 113121.5 74619.5 70947.0 70838.0 2.30 1.60 1.05 1.00 1.00 
Maine (SPS-5) 172333.0 417837.5 294010.5 185121.0 173174.0 172727.0 2.42 1.71 1.07 1.00 1.00 
Maryland (SPS-5) 124474.0 271233.5 186120.0 129968.0 124930.5 124482.0 2.18 1.50 1.04 1.00 1.00 
Minnesota (SPS-5) 47794.0 96065.0 68750.0 48829.0 47798.0 47752.0 2.01 1.44 1.02 1.00 1.00 
Pennsylvania (SPS-6) 1458818.0 3669978.0 2667443.0 1676101.0 1477196.0 1459284.0 2.52 1.83 1.15 1.01 1.00 
Tennessee (SPS-6) 1583151.0 3492829.0 2816652.0 1673936.0 1600563.0 1583300.0 2.21 1.78 1.06 1.01 1.00 
Virginia (SPS-1) 237804.0 563467.5 416252.5 260806.0 239251.0 238315.0 2.37 1.75 1.10 1.01 1.00 
Wisconsin (SPS-1) 209239.0 483546.0 366955.0 225109.0 210644.0 210164.5 2.31 1.75 1.08 1.01 1.00 
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Table 4.5. Total number of load cycles and average number of load cycles per truck passage for continuous bridges at the middle support. 
Continuous - middle 
support 
# of 
Vehicles 
# of Cycles Cycle per Truck 
30 60 90 120 200 30 60 90 120 200 
Arizona (SPS-1) 26501 65563.5 64115.5 69703.5 65402 58905 2.47 2.42 2.63 2.47 2.22 
Arizona (SPS-2) 1391098.0 4584915.0 4804207.0 4971600.0 4220277.5 3423766.0 3.30 3.45 3.57 3.03 2.46 
Arkansas (SPS-2) 1642334.0 5437711.0 5654802.0 5774335.5 4949930.5 3902161.0 3.31 3.44 3.52 3.01 2.38 
Colorado (SPS-2) 326017.0 1020374.5 989200.0 1100728.5 983802.0 767937.0 3.13 3.03 3.38 3.02 2.36 
Delaware (SPS-1) 175889.0 543754.5 502112.5 527143.0 484787.5 419294.5 3.09 2.85 3.00 2.76 2.38 
Illinois (SPS-6) 821809.0 2716902.0 2768327.0 2836337.0 2489643.5 1987891.5 3.31 3.37 3.45 3.03 2.42 
Kansas (SPS-2) 456881.0 1505890.5 1507880.5 1608769.0 1387383.0 1116965.5 3.30 3.30 3.52 3.04 2.44 
Louisiana (SPS-1) 70831.0 217990.0 199088.0 215738.0 200995.5 166450.5 3.08 2.81 3.05 2.84 2.35 
Maine (SPS-5) 172333.0 518377.5 502246.5 558181.0 508993.0 383351.5 3.01 2.91 3.24 2.95 2.22 
Maryland (SPS-5) 124474.0 397197.5 346614.5 376056.5 342106.5 290348.0 3.19 2.78 3.02 2.75 2.33 
Minnesota (SPS-5) 47794.0 135741.0 131289.0 139940.0 123124.0 107837.0 2.84 2.75 2.93 2.58 2.26 
Pennsylvania (SPS-6) 1458818.0 3896713.0 3604125.0 4019137.0 3955368.0 3174582.0 2.67 2.47 2.76 2.71 2.18 
Tennessee (SPS-6) 1583151.0 4298789.0 3889255.0 4468069.0 4346233.0 3427878.0 2.72 2.46 2.82 2.75 2.17 
Virginia (SPS-1) 237804.0 743162.0 716559.5 770125.5 700670.5 561742.5 3.13 3.01 3.24 2.95 2.36 
Wisconsin (SPS-1) 209239.0 646250.5 633403.0 657828.5 608381.0 492283.5 3.09 3.03 3.14 2.91 2.35 
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Table 4.6. Total number of load cycles and average number of load cycles per truck passage for continuous bridges at 0.4 span length. 
Continuous - 0.4L # of 
Vehicles 
# of Cycles Cycle per Truck 
30 60 90 120 200 30 60 90 120 200 
Arizona (SPS-1) 26501 68688.0 39328.0 29363.0 27695.0 26509.0 2.59 1.48 1.11 1.05 1.00 
Arizona (SPS-2) 1391098.0 4032130.0 2699800.5 2281797.0 2017321.5 1767920.0 2.90 1.94 1.64 1.45 1.27 
Arkansas (SPS-2) 1642334.0 5610372.0 4069843.0 3532308.0 3132234.0 2872888.0 3.42 2.48 2.15 1.91 1.75 
Colorado (SPS-2) 326017.0 885651.0 617440.5 458136.5 410761.5 385205.5 2.72 1.89 1.41 1.26 1.18 
Delaware (SPS-1) 175889.0 410830.0 293946.0 223028.5 210104.0 199350.0 2.34 1.67 1.27 1.19 1.13 
Illinois (SPS-6) 821809.0 2304196.0 1579655.0 1313036.5 1118188.0 1037709.5 2.80 1.92 1.60 1.36 1.26 
Kansas (SPS-2) 456881.0 1292694.0 872400.0 702959.5 616645.0 554203.0 2.83 1.91 1.54 1.35 1.21 
Louisiana (SPS-1) 70831.0 171703.5 120584.5 91168.0 85553.5 80458.0 2.42 1.70 1.29 1.21 1.14 
Maine (SPS-5) 172333.0 433793.5 313517.0 231617.0 204775.5 190443.0 2.52 1.82 1.34 1.19 1.11 
Maryland (SPS-5) 124474.0 279856.5 200955.5 155882.5 143168.0 138347.5 2.25 1.61 1.25 1.15 1.11 
Minnesota (SPS-5) 47794.0 123298.0 70383.5 59891.5 52727.5 48541.5 2.58 1.47 1.25 1.10 1.02 
Pennsylvania (SPS-6) 1458818.0 3992907.0 2784565.0 2243835.5 1943551.0 1756756.0 2.74 1.91 1.54 1.33 1.20 
Tennessee (SPS-6) 1583151.0 4590126.0 2929061.5 2273958.5 1888805.5 1651117.5 2.90 1.85 1.44 1.19 1.04 
Virginia (SPS-1) 237804.0 599977.0 434778.0 338100.0 299309.0 278883.5 2.52 1.83 1.42 1.26 1.17 
Wisconsin (SPS-1) 209239.0 516843.0 376098.5 298936.5 267981.0 246176.0 2.47 1.80 1.43 1.28 1.18 
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Fig. 4.7. Number of load cycles per truck passage for simply supported bridges at the 
mid-span. 
 
Fig. 4.8. Number of load cycles per truck passage for continuous bridges at the middle 
support. 
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Fig. 4.9. Number of load cycles per truck passage for continuous bridges at 0.4 of the 
span length. 
4.5. FATIGUE DAMAGE ACCUMULATION AND EQUIVALENT 
FATIGUE LOAD 
Since bridge structures are subjected to loads of different magnitude and frequency, 
occurring at different time, the load can be considered as a randomly varying amplitude 
load.  The effect of such a loading can be accounted for by applying a cumulative damage 
rule. Many different rules were proposed; however, a linear damage rule first proposed 
by A. Palmgren and later popularized by M. A. Miner (Miner, 1945) seems to provide a 
reasonable means of accounting for a random variable loading.  According to the 
Palmgren-Miner’s rule, fatigue damage due to a variable-amplitude loading is expressed 
by Eq. 4.1. 
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where ii Nn / is the incremental damage that results from the stress range cycles with 
magnitude iS that occurs in times, Fig. 4.10, iN is the number of cycles to failure with a 
constant amplitude equal to iS ,Fig. 4.11. Failure occurs when the sum of the incremental 
damage equals or exceeds 1. The tests of welded details (Fisher et al., 1983),(Schilling et 
al., 1977) and Barsom’s crack growth studies (Rolfe, 1977) showed a good 
correlationship with Palmgren-Miner’s rule assumptions.  
 
Fig. 4.10. Number of cycles in  for stress range iS . 
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Fig. 4.11. Number of cycles to failure iN  for stress range iS . 
Schilling and Klippstein showed that the Palmgren-Miner’s rule can be used to develop 
an equivalent constant amplitude cycling loading. Equivalent constant amplitude cycling 
loading produces the same fatigue damage as a variable amplitude load for the same 
number of load cycles (Schilling et al., 1977). This theory is based on the exponential 
model of the stress range life relationship as given by Eq. 4.2 (Fisher, 1977).  
nASN −=  (4.2) 
where N is number of cycles to failure, S is the nominal stress range, A  is a constant for 
a given detail, and n is the slope constant. The concept of fatigue design based on stress 
range alone was adopted by AASHTO in 1974 (Fisher et al., 1970), ( Fisher et al., 1974). 
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After substitution of Eq. 4.1 and 4.2: 
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−
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n
i
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n
 (4.3) 
if Tii Npn =  (4.4) 
where ip is the probability of occurrence of cycle with amplitude iS  and TN is the total 
number of cycles. 
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or ∑= niine SpS
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(4.6) 
where eS is the equivalent stress for a constant amplitude loading. The exponent n  for 
most structural details is about 3. Eq. 4.6 is often referred to as a Root Mean Cube (RMC) 
of the stress distribution. The equivalent stress is a convenient concept to be used for 
comparison of stress histograms obtained using the rain-flow counting method. 
Since fatigue cracks nucleation and further propagation occur mostly at tensile stress 
conditions which are related to bending moment, it is convenient to use the bending 
moment formulation instead of stress formulation for an equivalent load. The bending 
moment formulation of Eq. 4.6 is: 
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n n
iieq MpM ∑=  (4.7) 
where eqM is the equivalent moment cycle load, iM  is the incremental moment cycle, 
and ip  is the probability of occurrence of iM . 
Calculation of the equivalent moment, require the probability of occurrence for each 
incremental moment iM . The corresponding probability density functions (PDF) of the 
moment cycles for each site were calculated for spans from 30 to 200 ft.   As an example, 
the PDF’s for moments corresponding to the FHWA WIM data from Arkansas (SPS-1) 
are shown in Fig. 4.12. The area under the curve representing the PDF for each span 
length is equal to 1. 
 
Fig. 4.12. PDF’s of WIM moments for the data from Arkansas (SPS-1). 
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The equivalent moment was calculated from moment cycles obtained using rain-flow 
counting. The equivalent load was calculated for all considered WIM sites, a wide range 
of span lengths between 30 ft and 200 ft and three bridge types. Next, the calculated 
equivalent moments were divided by moment due to the AASHTO LRFD fatigue truck. 
Results are summarized in Tables 4.7-4.9.The ratio of equivalent Moment and fatigue 
design moment is plotted vs. span length in Fig. 4.13-4.15. The results show that the 
moment ratio is smaller for short spans. 
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Table 4.7. Equivalent moment for simply supported bridges at the mid-span. 
 
 
Simple Support - mid-
span 
# of 
Vehicles 
Eq. Moment [kip-ft] Eq. Moment / HS20 Fatigue Moment 
30 60 90 120 200 30 60 90 120 200 
Arizona (SPS-1) 26501 151.63 426.18 889.67 1362.17 2593.90 0.62 0.78 0.82 0.84 0.85 
Arizona (SPS-2) 1391098.0 145.82 357.81 790.59 1316.93 2601.01 0.60 0.66 0.73 0.81 0.85 
Arkansas (SPS-2) 1642334.0 146.25 354.83 770.41 1290.54 2554.63 0.60 0.65 0.71 0.79 0.83 
Colorado (SPS-2) 326017.0 132.61 325.49 713.45 1173.08 2311.31 0.54 0.60 0.66 0.72 0.75 
Delaware (SPS-1) 175889.0 155.16 400.92 831.01 1270.55 2424.36 0.64 0.74 0.77 0.78 0.79 
Illinois (SPS-6) 821809.0 146.48 354.91 762.76 1279.33 2532.79 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.79 0.83 
Kansas (SPS-2) 456881.0 141.00 355.18 767.58 1277.57 2524.67 0.58 0.65 0.71 0.79 0.82 
Louisiana (SPS-1) 70831.0 142.42 363.30 775.00 1202.37 2318.98 0.58 0.67 0.72 0.74 0.76 
Maine (SPS-5) 172333.0 129.72 328.38 707.39 1126.24 2206.36 0.53 0.60 0.65 0.69 0.72 
Maryland (SPS-5) 124474.0 132.44 335.88 675.87 1033.81 1982.63 0.54 0.62 0.62 0.64 0.65 
Minnesota (SPS-5) 47794.0 142.39 353.48 731.81 1138.96 2219.99 0.58 0.65 0.68 0.70 0.72 
Pennsylvania (SPS-6) 1458818.0 151.46 363.23 777.74 1259.78 2468.70 0.62 0.67 0.72 0.78 0.81 
Tennessee (SPS-6) 1583151.0 153.14 351.05 772.72 1227.46 2417.64 0.63 0.65 0.71 0.76 0.79 
Virginia (SPS-1) 237804.0 140.35 344.56 749.93 1202.76 2356.27 0.58 0.63 0.69 0.74 0.77 
Wisconsin (SPS-1) 209239.0 142.47 360.19 772.69 1213.03 2349.64 0.58 0.66 0.71 0.75 0.77 
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Table 4.8. Equivalent moment for continuous bridges at the middle support. 
 
 
 
Continuous - middle 
support 
# of 
Vehicles 
Eq. Moment [kip-ft] Eq. Moment / HS20 Fatigue Moment 
30 60 90 120 200 30 60 90 120 200 
Arizona (SPS-1) 26501 -96.91 -212.79 -314.01 -483.56 -960.50 0.53 0.59 0.59 0.63 0.72 
Arizona (SPS-2) 1391098.0 -89.91 -221.06 -296.65 -454.32 -975.62 0.49 0.61 0.56 0.60 0.73 
Arkansas (SPS-2) 1642334.0 -87.98 -219.14 -294.68 -450.44 -998.99 0.48 0.61 0.56 0.59 0.74 
Colorado (SPS-2) 326017.0 -82.94 -203.52 -268.50 -407.76 -844.78 0.45 0.56 0.51 0.54 0.63 
Delaware (SPS-1) 175889.0 -90.38 -214.99 -299.91 -451.62 -896.29 0.49 0.60 0.57 0.59 0.67 
Illinois (SPS-6) 821809.0 -87.55 -219.79 -295.45 -444.61 -964.62 0.48 0.61 0.56 0.58 0.72 
Kansas (SPS-2) 456881.0 -85.97 -216.73 -290.84 -439.49 -916.36 0.47 0.60 0.55 0.58 0.68 
Louisiana (SPS-1) 70831.0 -86.45 -205.76 -280.85 -423.51 -858.73 0.47 0.57 0.53 0.56 0.64 
Maine (SPS-5) 172333.0 -79.39 -198.30 -262.39 -393.39 -825.92 0.43 0.55 0.50 0.52 0.62 
Maryland (SPS-5) 124474.0 -79.35 -192.49 -263.24 -403.19 -814.86 0.43 0.53 0.50 0.53 0.61 
Minnesota (SPS-5) 47794.0 -79.86 -201.32 -270.79 -405.61 -814.03 0.43 0.56 0.51 0.53 0.61 
Pennsylvania (SPS-6) 1458818.0 -90.89 -235.11 -310.77 -449.53 -974.43 0.49 0.65 0.59 0.59 0.73 
Tennessee (SPS-6) 1583151.0 -87.39 -231.37 -300.99 -436.22 -961.13 0.48 0.64 0.57 0.57 0.72 
Virginia (SPS-1) 237804.0 -84.56 -208.61 -278.84 -418.94 -868.36 0.46 0.58 0.53 0.55 0.65 
Wisconsin (SPS-1) 209239.0 -83.68 -206.92 -285.18 -422.87 -860.95 0.45 0.57 0.54 0.56 0.64 
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Table 4.9. Equivalent moment for continuous bridges at the 0.4 of the span length. 
 
 
Continuous - 0.4L # of Vehicles 
Eq. Moment [kip-ft] Eq. Moment / HS20 Fatigue Moment 
30 60 90 120 200 30 60 90 120 200 
Arizona (SPS-1) 26501 134.25 413.51 838.11 1291.21 2503.65 0.55 0.71 0.76 0.80 0.83 
Arizona (SPS-2) 1391098.0 133.46 349.66 663.89 1096.11 2282.14 0.54 0.60 0.60 0.68 0.75 
Arkansas (SPS-2) 1642334.0 122.64 272.45 540.68 899.92 1881.91 0.50 0.47 0.49 0.55 0.62 
Colorado (SPS-2) 326017.0 121.69 317.11 634.34 1032.34 2101.21 0.49 0.54 0.58 0.64 0.69 
Delaware (SPS-1) 175889.0 144.84 386.50 743.25 1143.10 2230.39 0.59 0.66 0.68 0.70 0.74 
Illinois (SPS-6) 821809.0 135.47 345.78 657.19 1091.43 2222.58 0.55 0.59 0.60 0.67 0.73 
Kansas (SPS-2) 456881.0 129.86 342.26 665.25 1095.22 2272.29 0.53 0.58 0.61 0.68 0.75 
Louisiana (SPS-1) 70831.0 131.42 353.55 691.10 1076.33 2130.97 0.53 0.60 0.63 0.66 0.70 
Maine (SPS-5) 172333.0 121.26 312.87 618.65 1008.24 2050.51 0.49 0.53 0.56 0.62 0.68 
Maryland (SPS-5) 124474.0 126.68 339.42 654.83 1023.41 1994.36 0.52 0.58 0.60 0.63 0.66 
Minnesota (SPS-5) 47794.0 120.71 344.34 655.63 1054.97 2132.90 0.49 0.59 0.60 0.65 0.70 
Pennsylvania (SPS-6) 1458818.0 135.74 352.48 668.88 1087.55 2204.49 0.55 0.60 0.61 0.67 0.73 
Tennessee (SPS-6) 1583151.0 128.44 339.17 665.81 1104.94 2275.40 0.52 0.58 0.61 0.68 0.75 
Virginia (SPS-1) 237804.0 130.01 334.69 649.10 1055.60 2142.89 0.53 0.57 0.59 0.65 0.71 
Wisconsin (SPS-1) 209239.0 133.10 349.47 666.43 1061.17 2138.88 0.54 0.60 0.61 0.65 0.71 
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Fig. 4.13. Moment ratio: eq. Moment / Fatigue design moment, for simply supported 
bridges at the mid-span. 
 
Fig. 4.14. Moment ratio: eq. Moment / Fatigue design moment, for continuous bridges at 
the middle support. 
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Fig. 4.15. Moment ratio: eq. Moment / Fatigue design moment, for continuous bridges at 
the 0.4 of the span length. 
4.6. FATIGUE LIMIT STATE II - FATIGUE DAMAGE RATIO  
Finite fatigue life depends on the number of load cycles during the service life and their 
magnitude. According to the AASHTO 2010 provisions, number of load cycles during 
bridge service life is calculated using Eq. 4.8 (AASHTO 2010 eq. 6.6.1.2.5-3). 
SLADTTnN )()75)(365(=  (4.8) 
where SLADTT)(  is a single-lane Average Daily Truck Traffic. Number of load cycles 
per truck n
, 
is taken from Table 4.10 (AASHTO 2010 table. 6.6.1.2.5-2 - Cycles per 
Truck Passage).  
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Table 4.10. Number of cycles per Truck Passage, n, for AASHTO fatigue design. 
Longitudinal Members Span Length 
> 40 ft ≤ 40 ft 
Simple Span Girders 1.0 2.0 
Continuous 
Girders 
near interior 
support 1.5 2.0 
elsewhere 1.0 2.0 
Magnitude of load cycles is calculated as a stress due to HS20 fatigue truck with the 
second axle spacing equal to 30 ft. To compare fatigue damage due to design fatigue load 
and actual fatigue load, it is convenient to remove the resistance part from limit state 
equations 4.9, 4.10, 4.11 (AASHTO 2010 eq. 6.6.1.2.2-1 and eq. 6.6.1.2.5-2). 
nFf )()( ∆≤∆γ  (4.9) 
3)(
N
AF n =∆  (4.10) 
3)(
N
Af ≤∆γ
 
(4.11) 
whereγ  is the load factor, f∆ is force effect, i.e. live load stress range due to the passage 
of a fatigue truck. Factor A is a resistance constant which depends on the class of the 
structural detail. Number of load cycles during service live, N is calculated according to 
Eq. 4.8.  
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Stress due to truck passage can be calculated according to equation 4.12. 
yZ
Mf =∆  (4.12) 
where yZ  is a section modulus and M  is a moment due to truck passage. 
To calculate the ratio of fatigue damage caused by the actual fatigue load and design 
fatigue load, the load factor has to be removed from Eq. 4.11. From Eq. 4.11 and 4.12, it 
is possible to calculate ratio of fatigue damage due to the actual load and fatigue damage 
due to design load, Eq. 4.13. 
Boundary of Actual Fatigue Damage Boundary of Code Fatigue Damage 
3
Ry
eq
N
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M
=  
where: 
3
N
A
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M
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Meq - equivalent moment from Miner's 
Rule 
M - moment due to fatigue design truck 
A – resistance constant  A – resistance constant  
NR - actual number of cycles N - number of cycles, Eq. 4.8. 
Zy – section modulus Zy – section modulus 
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(4.13) 
where λ is the relative fatigue damage ratio of fatigue damage due to the design fatigue 
load and fatigue damage due to the actual fatigue load. Because resistance was removed 
from Eq. 4.13, fatigue damage ratio is the same regardless of the bridge component or 
detail class. 
Fatigue damage ratio was calculated according to the current AASHTO provisions for 
each WIM site, span length and case. Results are summarized in Tables 4.12-4.14 
(column "Fatigue Damage Ratio (current)").The fatigue damage ratio is smaller for 
shorter spans as shown in Fig. 4.16, 4.18, 4.20. The difference between short and longer 
spans is due to different code provisions for short spans in Table 4.10 with the number of 
load cycles per truck passage. For short spans, a truck causes more load cycles than for 
longer spans. However, it is balanced by a smaller moment ratio (equivalent moment / 
HS20 fatigue truck moment) for short spans, as shown previously on Fig. 4.13-4.15. If 
the number of load cycles due to a truck passage would be equal for all spans as it is 
shown in Table 4.11, then the resulting fatigue damage ratio would be more uniform. 
Table 4.11. Number of cycles per Truck Passage, n, for proposed fatigue design. 
Longitudinal Members n 
Simple Span Girders 1.0 
Continuous 
Girders 
near interior 
support 1.5 
elsewhere 1.0 
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Fatigue damage ratio for the proposed fatigue design was calculated for each WIM site, 
span length and case. The results are summarized in Table 4.12-4.14 (column "Fatigue 
Damage Ratio  (proposed)").The resulting fatigue damage ratios for the proposed design 
are plotted in Fig. 4.17, 4.19, 4.21, and they show that for simply supported and 
continuous bridges at 0.4 span length, they are very uniform for all span lengths. At the 
middle support of continuous bridges, the difference between short and longer spans is 
reduced by about 10 %. 
Since fatigue resistance depends only on structural detail and material characteristics but 
not on span length, the variation in fatigue load due to span length produces a variation in 
reliability indices. The proposed design will eliminate this problem.   
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Table 4.12. Fatigue damage ratios for simply supported bridges at the mid-span. 
Simple Support - mid-
span 
# of 
Vehicles 
Fatigue Damage Ratio (current) Fatigue Damage Ratio (proposed) 
30 60 90 120 200 30 60 90 120 200 
Arizona (SPS-1) 26501 0.65 0.87 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.81 0.87 0.83 0.84 0.85 
Arizona (SPS-2) 1391098.0 0.66 0.81 0.77 0.81 0.85 0.83 0.81 0.77 0.81 0.85 
Arkansas (SPS-2) 1642334.0 0.65 0.81 0.76 0.80 0.83 0.82 0.81 0.76 0.80 0.83 
Colorado (SPS-2) 326017.0 0.59 0.73 0.69 0.72 0.76 0.74 0.73 0.69 0.72 0.76 
Delaware (SPS-1) 175889.0 0.66 0.85 0.78 0.78 0.79 0.83 0.85 0.78 0.78 0.79 
Illinois (SPS-6) 821809.0 0.65 0.81 0.75 0.79 0.83 0.82 0.81 0.75 0.79 0.83 
Kansas (SPS-2) 456881.0 0.63 0.80 0.75 0.79 0.83 0.79 0.80 0.75 0.79 0.83 
Louisiana (SPS-1) 70831.0 0.61 0.78 0.73 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.78 0.73 0.74 0.76 
Maine (SPS-5) 172333.0 0.57 0.72 0.67 0.69 0.72 0.71 0.72 0.67 0.69 0.72 
Maryland (SPS-5) 124474.0 0.56 0.71 0.63 0.64 0.65 0.70 0.71 0.63 0.64 0.65 
Minnesota (SPS-5) 47794.0 0.58 0.73 0.68 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.73 0.68 0.70 0.72 
Pennsylvania (SPS-6) 1458818.0 0.67 0.82 0.75 0.78 0.81 0.84 0.82 0.75 0.78 0.81 
Tennessee (SPS-6) 1583151.0 0.65 0.78 0.73 0.76 0.79 0.82 0.78 0.73 0.76 0.79 
Virginia (SPS-1) 237804.0 0.61 0.76 0.71 0.74 0.77 0.77 0.76 0.71 0.74 0.77 
Wisconsin (SPS-1) 209239.0 0.61 0.80 0.73 0.75 0.77 0.77 0.80 0.73 0.75 0.77 
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Table 4.13. Fatigue damage ratios for continuous bridges at the middle support. 
Continuous - middle 
support 
# of 
Vehicles 
Fatigue Damage Ratio (current) Fatigue Damage Ratio (proposed) 
30 60 90 120 200 30 60 90 120 200 
Arizona (SPS-1) 26501 0.57 0.69 0.71 0.75 0.82 0.62 0.69 0.71 0.75 0.82 
Arizona (SPS-2) 1391098.0 0.58 0.81 0.75 0.75 0.86 0.64 0.81 0.75 0.75 0.86 
Arkansas (SPS-2) 1642334.0 0.57 0.80 0.74 0.75 0.87 0.62 0.80 0.74 0.75 0.87 
Colorado (SPS-2) 326017.0 0.52 0.71 0.66 0.68 0.73 0.58 0.71 0.66 0.68 0.73 
Delaware (SPS-1) 175889.0 0.57 0.74 0.71 0.73 0.78 0.63 0.74 0.71 0.73 0.78 
Illinois (SPS-6) 821809.0 0.56 0.80 0.74 0.74 0.84 0.62 0.80 0.74 0.74 0.84 
Kansas (SPS-2) 456881.0 0.55 0.78 0.73 0.73 0.80 0.61 0.78 0.73 0.73 0.80 
Louisiana (SPS-1) 70831.0 0.54 0.70 0.67 0.69 0.74 0.60 0.70 0.67 0.69 0.74 
Maine (SPS-5) 172333.0 0.49 0.69 0.64 0.65 0.70 0.54 0.69 0.64 0.65 0.70 
Maryland (SPS-5) 124474.0 0.50 0.66 0.63 0.65 0.70 0.55 0.66 0.63 0.65 0.70 
Minnesota (SPS-5) 47794.0 0.49 0.68 0.64 0.64 0.70 0.54 0.68 0.64 0.64 0.70 
Pennsylvania (SPS-6) 1458818.0 0.54 0.77 0.72 0.72 0.82 0.60 0.77 0.72 0.72 0.82 
Tennessee (SPS-6) 1583151.0 0.53 0.76 0.70 0.70 0.81 0.58 0.76 0.70 0.70 0.81 
Virginia (SPS-1) 237804.0 0.53 0.73 0.68 0.69 0.75 0.59 0.73 0.68 0.69 0.75 
Wisconsin (SPS-1) 209239.0 0.53 0.73 0.69 0.69 0.75 0.58 0.73 0.69 0.69 0.75 
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Table 4.14. Fatigue damage ratios for continuous bridges at the 0.4 of the span length. 
Continuous - 0.4L # of Vehicles 
Fatigue Damage Ratio (current) Fatigue Damage Ratio (proposed) 
30 60 90 120 200 30 60 90 120 200 
Arizona (SPS-1) 26501 0.60 0.81 0.79 0.81 0.83 0.75 0.81 0.79 0.81 0.83 
Arizona (SPS-2) 1391098.0 0.61 0.75 0.71 0.76 0.82 0.77 0.75 0.71 0.76 0.82 
Arkansas (SPS-2) 1642334.0 0.60 0.63 0.64 0.69 0.75 0.75 0.63 0.64 0.69 0.75 
Colorado (SPS-2) 326017.0 0.55 0.67 0.65 0.69 0.73 0.69 0.67 0.65 0.69 0.73 
Delaware (SPS-1) 175889.0 0.62 0.78 0.73 0.75 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.73 0.75 0.77 
Illinois (SPS-6) 821809.0 0.62 0.73 0.70 0.75 0.79 0.78 0.73 0.70 0.75 0.79 
Kansas (SPS-2) 456881.0 0.59 0.73 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.75 0.73 0.70 0.75 0.80 
Louisiana (SPS-1) 70831.0 0.57 0.72 0.68 0.71 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.68 0.71 0.73 
Maine (SPS-5) 172333.0 0.53 0.65 0.62 0.66 0.70 0.67 0.65 0.62 0.66 0.70 
Maryland (SPS-5) 124474.0 0.54 0.68 0.64 0.66 0.68 0.67 0.68 0.64 0.66 0.68 
Minnesota (SPS-5) 47794.0 0.53 0.67 0.64 0.67 0.71 0.67 0.67 0.64 0.67 0.71 
Pennsylvania (SPS-6) 1458818.0 0.61 0.75 0.70 0.74 0.77 0.77 0.75 0.70 0.74 0.77 
Tennessee (SPS-6) 1583151.0 0.59 0.71 0.68 0.72 0.76 0.74 0.71 0.68 0.72 0.76 
Virginia (SPS-1) 237804.0 0.57 0.70 0.66 0.70 0.75 0.72 0.70 0.66 0.70 0.75 
Wisconsin (SPS-1) 209239.0 0.58 0.73 0.68 0.71 0.75 0.73 0.73 0.68 0.71 0.75 
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Fig. 4.16. Fatigue damage ratio according to current AASHTO LRFD practice, for simply 
supported bridges at the mid-span. 
 
Fig. 4.17. Fatigue damage ratio for proposed change, for simply supported bridges at the 
mid-span. 
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Fig. 4.18. Fatigue damage ratio according to current AASHTO LRFD practice, for 
continuous bridges at the middle support. 
 
Fig. 4.19. Fatigue damage ratio for proposed change, for continuous bridges at the middle 
support. 
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Fig. 4.20. Fatigue damage ratio according to current AASHTO LRFD practice, for 
continuous bridges at the 0.4 of the span length. 
 
Fig. 4.21. Fatigue damage ratio for proposed change, for continuous bridges at the 0.4 of 
the span length. 
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4.7. FATIGUE LIMIT STATE I - THE MAXIMUM MOMENT RANGE 
RATIO 
Fatigue Limit State I is related to an infinite load-induced fatigue life. The fatigue load in 
this limit state reflects the load levels found to be representative of the maximum stress 
range of the truck population for an infinite fatigue life design (AASHTO LRFD 2010). 
In other words, if the majority of stress cycles are below a threshold magnitude, ( )THF∆ , 
failure will require so many load cycles that the considered detail will have an infinite 
fatigue life. The threshold stress ( )THF∆  is a boundary between the finite and infinite 
fatigue life, Fig. 4.22. 
 
Fig. 4.22. The threshold stress ( )THF∆  on S-N curve. 
Fatigue limit state I refers to the stress value that has 1/10,000 probability of being 
exceeded. It is assumed that the distribution of stress has the same shape of the CDF as 
that of the corresponding moments.  Therefore, the fatigue load analysis is performed 
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using the developed CDF’s for moments for various considered sites, cases and spans 
from 30 to 200 ft.  The moment corresponding to the upper 0.01% is determined as a 
percentile corresponding to the probability of 0.9999 or 3.8 on the vertical axis in Fig. 
4.23. This moment represents the maximum stress range corresponding to an unlimited 
fatigue life. For example, for the WIM data from Arkansas (SPS-1) the moment for span 
of 120 ft corresponding to the upper 0.01% is 2505.5 k-ft, as shown in Fig. 4.23. 
 
Fig. 4.23. Moment corresponding to the upper 0.01%, span = 120ft. 
The calculations were performed for the considered locations, cases and span lengths.  
The obtained values of moment were divided by the corresponding AASHTO fatigue 
truck moment.  The results are summarized in Tables 4.15-4.17 and Fig. 4.24-4.26. 
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Table 4.15. The maximum moment range for simply supported bridges at the mid-span. 
Simple Support - mid-
span 
# of 
Vehicles 
"1/10000 Moment Cycle" "1/10000 Moment" /  HS20 Fatigue Moment 
30 60 90 120 200 30 60 90 120 200 
Arizona (SPS-1) 26501 424.08 1002.91 1761.02 2754.16 5640.17 1.74 1.84 1.63 1.70 1.84 
Arizona (SPS-2) 1391098.0 307.96 764.50 1415.99 2246.41 4711.34 1.26 1.41 1.31 1.38 1.54 
Arkansas (SPS-2) 1642334.0 352.38 859.57 1526.16 2460.18 5066.18 1.44 1.58 1.41 1.52 1.65 
Colorado (SPS-2) 326017.0 336.41 814.46 1496.63 2408.65 4854.37 1.38 1.50 1.38 1.48 1.58 
Delaware (SPS-1) 175889.0 454.37 1257.39 2302.05 3212.17 5735.10 1.86 2.31 2.12 1.98 1.87 
Illinois (SPS-6) 821809.0 350.11 844.16 1479.84 2407.60 5032.78 1.43 1.55 1.37 1.48 1.64 
Kansas (SPS-2) 456881.0 411.37 1017.51 1989.40 3111.79 6082.77 1.69 1.87 1.84 1.92 1.99 
Louisiana (SPS-1) 70831.0 460.30 1236.97 2125.70 3331.59 6616.48 1.89 2.27 1.96 2.05 2.16 
Maine (SPS-5) 172333.0 397.03 963.99 1721.51 2726.38 5548.50 1.63 1.77 1.59 1.68 1.81 
Maryland (SPS-5) 124474.0 412.34 1037.74 1802.28 2599.12 5060.83 1.69 1.91 1.66 1.60 1.65 
Minnesota (SPS-5) 47794.0 391.64 1110.89 2219.70 3316.02 6225.28 1.61 2.04 2.05 2.04 2.03 
Pennsylvania (SPS-6) 1458818.0 401.81 1003.45 1729.98 2623.35 5290.60 1.65 1.84 1.60 1.62 1.73 
Tennessee (SPS-6) 1583151.0 419.17 1020.24 1651.78 2387.19 4906.16 1.72 1.88 1.52 1.47 1.60 
Virginia (SPS-1) 237804.0 368.94 945.71 1709.19 2561.96 5055.35 1.51 1.74 1.58 1.58 1.65 
Wisconsin (SPS-1) 209239.0 393.15 967.96 1712.33 2716.79 5395.92 1.61 1.78 1.58 1.67 1.76 
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Table 4.16. The maximum moment range for continuous bridges at the middle support. 
Continuous - Middle 
Support 
# of 
Vehicles 
"1/10000 Moment Cycle" "1/10000 Moment" /  HS20 Fatigue Moment 
30 60 90 120 200 30 60 90 120 200 
Arizona (SPS-1) 26501 -266.49 -701.01 -1026.22 -1608.28 -3088.93 1.45 1.95 1.94 2.11 2.30 
Arizona (SPS-2) 1391098.0 -211.37 -548.76 -967.97 -1526.48 -3019.08 1.15 1.52 1.83 2.00 2.25 
Arkansas (SPS-2) 1642334.0 -213.12 -642.59 -994.51 -1521.51 -3187.00 1.16 1.78 1.88 2.00 2.38 
Colorado (SPS-2) 326017.0 -230.61 -579.17 -877.24 -1311.50 -2813.10 1.25 1.61 1.66 1.72 2.10 
Delaware (SPS-1) 175889.0 -247.65 -650.03 -1172.95 -1643.15 -3302.72 1.35 1.80 2.21 2.16 2.46 
Illinois (SPS-6) 821809.0 -206.96 -639.57 -1004.86 -1505.66 -3093.25 1.13 1.78 1.90 1.98 2.31 
Kansas (SPS-2) 456881.0 -293.69 -754.90 -1015.35 -1469.02 -2936.98 1.60 2.10 1.92 1.93 2.19 
Louisiana (SPS-1) 70831.0 -278.00 -815.06 -1128.43 -1539.49 -3255.02 1.51 2.26 2.13 2.02 2.43 
Maine (SPS-5) 172333.0 -251.24 -694.23 -969.85 -1417.85 -2966.89 1.37 1.93 1.83 1.86 2.21 
Maryland (SPS-5) 124474.0 -240.47 -592.01 -1049.31 -1564.18 -3281.39 1.31 1.64 1.98 2.05 2.45 
Minnesota (SPS-5) 47794.0 -292.31 -695.39 -1033.90 -1487.12 -2752.67 1.59 1.93 1.95 1.95 2.05 
Pennsylvania (SPS-6) 1458818.0 -244.63 -637.64 -1066.66 -1588.37 -3130.52 1.33 1.77 2.01 2.09 2.33 
Tennessee (SPS-6) 1583151.0 -222.13 -627.88 -1025.17 -1558.79 -2977.35 1.21 1.74 1.93 2.05 2.22 
Virginia (SPS-1) 237804.0 -223.22 -603.31 -972.85 -1477.25 -3009.90 1.21 1.67 1.84 1.94 2.24 
Wisconsin (SPS-1) 209239.0 -249.97 -670.85 -952.87 -1394.32 -2891.77 1.36 1.86 1.80 1.83 2.16 
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Table 4.17. The maximum moment range for continuous bridges at the 0.4 of the span length. 
Continuous - 0.4L # of Vehicles 
"1/10000 Moment Cycle" "1/10000 Moment" /  HS20 Fatigue Moment 
30 60 90 120 200 30 60 90 120 200 
Arizona (SPS-1) 26501 398.76 975.81 1764.36 2768.86 5542.40 1.62 1.67 1.61 1.71 1.83 
Arizona (SPS-2) 1391098.0 293.12 760.95 1430.55 2227.85 4635.51 1.19 1.30 1.30 1.37 1.53 
Arkansas (SPS-2) 1642334.0 337.69 848.66 1527.05 2415.65 4913.92 1.37 1.45 1.39 1.49 1.62 
Colorado (SPS-2) 326017.0 319.03 805.00 1527.72 2428.41 4857.13 1.30 1.38 1.39 1.50 1.60 
Delaware (SPS-1) 175889.0 438.82 1279.00 2243.00 3141.10 5634.85 1.78 2.19 2.04 1.94 1.86 
Illinois (SPS-6) 821809.0 334.25 814.22 1507.62 2398.77 4892.60 1.36 1.39 1.37 1.48 1.61 
Kansas (SPS-2) 456881.0 394.37 1048.86 1983.27 3087.90 5988.44 1.60 1.79 1.81 1.90 1.98 
Louisiana (SPS-1) 70831.0 457.58 1125.86 2173.59 3349.04 6485.86 1.86 1.92 1.98 2.06 2.14 
Maine (SPS-5) 172333.0 376.89 937.28 1811.48 2768.03 5524.52 1.53 1.60 1.65 1.71 1.82 
Maryland (SPS-5) 124474.0 405.79 1036.46 1816.65 2617.94 4940.52 1.65 1.77 1.65 1.61 1.63 
Minnesota (SPS-5) 47794.0 382.00 1142.38 2134.23 3222.60 6065.34 1.55 1.95 1.94 1.99 2.00 
Pennsylvania (SPS-6) 1458818.0 395.15 1020.30 1725.83 2608.18 5242.95 1.61 1.74 1.57 1.61 1.73 
Tennessee (SPS-6) 1583151.0 415.65 1011.73 1635.88 2378.67 4868.36 1.69 1.73 1.49 1.47 1.61 
Virginia (SPS-1) 237804.0 356.35 954.90 1704.25 2509.01 4947.03 1.45 1.63 1.55 1.55 1.63 
Wisconsin (SPS-1) 209239.0 375.03 957.71 1705.25 2661.76 5325.65 1.53 1.64 1.55 1.64 1.76 
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Fig. 4.24. The maximum moment range ratio for simply supported bridges at the mid-
span. 
 
Fig. 4.25. The maximum moment range ratio for continuous bridges at the middle 
support. 
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Fig. 4.26. The maximum moment range ratio for continuous bridges at the 0.4 of the span 
length.  
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4.8. STATISTICAL PARAMETERS OF FATIGUE LIVE LOAD 
The objective is to determine the statistical parameters of fatigue load that can be 
considered as representative for the national load.  The statistical parameters will be 
different for the maximum and equivalent fatigue load specified for Fatigue Limit State I 
and II, respectively. The ratios of"1/10000 Moment" and HS20 Fatigue Moment were 
plotted on the normal probability paper in Fig. 4.27-4.29 and the proposed Fatigue 
Damage Ratios in Fig 4.30-4.32. Each point in the graphs represents one of 15 sites. 
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Fig. 4.27. The maximum moment range ratio (Fatigue LS I) for simple supported bridges 
at the mid-span. 
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Fig. 4.28. The maximum moment range ratio (Fatigue LS I) for continuous bridges at the 
middle support. 
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Fig. 4.29. The maximum moment range ratio (Fatigue LS I)for continuous bridges at the 
middle support. 
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Fig. 4.30. Fatigue damage ratio for proposed change (Fatigue LS II), for simple supported 
bridges at the mid-span. 
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Fig. 4.31. Fatigue damage ratio for proposed change (Fatigue LS II), for continuous 
bridges at the middle support. 
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Fig. 4.32. Fatigue damage ratio for proposed change (Fatigue LS II), for continuous 
bridges at the 0.4 of the span length. 
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To determine the statistical parameters from the graphs, a straight line was fitted for each 
distribution. A straight line corresponds to the normal distribution on the normal 
probability paper.  The intersection of the straight line with the horizontal axis is at the 
mean value.  The standard deviation is determined from the slope of the straight line.  
The statistical parameters of fatigue load based on 15 considered sites, i.e. mean, µ, and 
coefficient of variation, V, calculated as the ratio of standard deviation, σ, and the mean, 
are listed in Tables 4.18-4.19.  
It is assumed that the considered 15 WIM locations are representative for the truck traffic 
in the United States.  For the purpose of the further reliability analysis, it is recommended 
to assume that the mean fatigue load is equal to the mean for 15 WIM locations plus 1.5 
standard deviation, σ. The probability of exceeding this value is about 5% and 95% of 
sites in USA will be below this value as it is shown on Fig. 2.33. The moment ratios 
corresponding to the mean plus 1.5 standard deviation are also listed in Tables 4.18-4.19. 
 
Fig. 4.33. Probability density function of the national fatigue load. 
The statistical parameters were calculated for all considered cases and span length. 
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Table 4.18. The Maximum Moment Range Ratio for Fatigue I LS. 
The Maximum Moment Range Ratio for Fatigue I LS 
  Span Mean Mean+1.5 σ COV 
Simple Supported 
Mid-span 
30 ft 1.6 1.90 0.13 
60 ft 1.83 2.24 0.15 
90 ft 1.6 1.90 0.13 
120 ft 1.64 1.88 0.10 
200 ft 1.7 2.15 0.18 
Continuous 
Middle Sup. 
30 ft 1.35 1.61 0.13 
60 ft 1.81 2.13 0.12 
90 ft 1.92 2.18 0.09 
120 ft 1.97 2.17 0.07 
200 ft 2.27 2.47 0.06 
Continuous 
 0.4 L 
30 ft 1.54 1.86 0.14 
60 ft 1.67 2.06 0.16 
90 ft 1.6 1.92 0.13 
120 ft 1.65 1.97 0.13 
200 ft 1.72 2.11 0.15 
Table 4.19. Fatigue Damage Ratio (proposed) for Fatigue II LS. 
Fatigue Damage Ratio (proposed) for Fatigue II LS 
  Span Mean Mean+1.5σ COV 
Simply Supported 
Mid-span 
30 ft 0.785 0.87 0.07 
60 ft 0.78 0.86 0.06 
90 ft 0.73 0.81 0.07 
120 ft 0.76 0.84 0.07 
200 ft 0.78 0.86 0.07 
Continuous 
Middle Sup. 
30 ft 0.59 0.65 0.07 
60 ft 0.74 0.82 0.07 
90 ft 0.69 0.77 0.07 
120 ft 0.71 0.78 0.06 
200 ft 0.785 0.87 0.07 
Continuous 
 0.4 L 
30 ft 0.73 0.81 0.07 
60 ft 0.72 0.80 0.07 
90 ft 0.68 0.75 0.07 
120 ft 0.72 0.79 0.06 
200 ft 0.76 0.84 0.07 
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CHAPTER 5.  SIMULATION MODEL OF SITE SPECIFIC LIVE LOAD  
5.1. INTRUDUCTION 
Truck traffic as well as live load effect on the bridges is strongly site specific. Often, it is 
important to know what the actual live load effect for a particular site is. Design codes 
such as AASHTO LRFD or AASHTO Manual of Bridge Evaluation specify live load. 
However, the codes provisions are very general and do not account for local traffic 
conditions. Bridge owners often have to know what the actual live load on their structures 
is. Knowledge of the actual live load is also important in evaluation of existing bridges or 
in scheduling of maintenance.  
WIM stations are an important source of data about the local truck traffic conditions that 
can be used to develop a site-specific live load model. However, they are expensive to 
build and maintain. Moreover, WIM stations are mostly located on interstate highways 
with traffic conditions that are different than on local roads. Local authorities such as 
States DOT’s as well as private bridge owners are interested in having a procedure for 
simulation of live effect on bridges based on local truck traffic conditions.  
5.2. VEHICLE CLASSIFICATION 
All vehicles recorded by WIM stations are categorized. The FHWA vehicle classification 
scheme is separated into categories depending on whether the vehicle carries passengers 
or commodities. Non-passenger vehicles are further subdivided by number of axles and 
number of units, including both power and trailer units. The addition of a light trailer to a 
vehicle does not change the classification of the vehicle. The algorithm most commonly 
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used for classification is based on the "Scheme F" developed by Maine DOT in the mid-
1980s (FHWA, 2011). Vehicles are categorized into 13 classes: 
Class 1 - All two or three-wheeled motorized vehicles. Typical vehicles in this category 
 have  saddle type seats and are steered by handlebars rather than steering 
 wheels. This  category includes motorcycles, motor scooters, mopeds, motor-
 powered bicycles, and three-wheel motorcycles. 
Class 2 -All sedans, coupes, and station wagons manufactured primarily for the purpose 
 of carrying passengers and including those passenger cars pulling recreational or 
 other light trailers. 
Class 3 - All two-axle, four-tire, vehicles, other than passenger cars. Included in this 
 classification are pickups, panels, vans, and other vehicles such as campers, motor 
 homes, ambulances, hearses, carryalls, and minibuses. Other two-axle, four-tire 
 single- unit vehicles pulling recreational or other light trailers are included in this 
 classification . 
Class 4 - All vehicles manufactured as traditional passenger-carrying buses with two 
 axles and six tires or three or more axles. This category includes only traditional 
 buses (including school buses) functioning as passenger-carrying vehicles. 
 Modified buses should be considered to be a truck and should be appropriately 
 classified. 
Class 5 - All vehicles on a single frame including trucks, camping and recreational 
 vehicles, motor homes, etc., with two axles and dual rear wheels. 
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Class 6 - All vehicles on a single frame including trucks, camping and recreational 
 vehicles, motor homes, etc., with three axles. 
Class 7 - All trucks on a single frame with four or more axles. 
Class 8 - All vehicles with four or fewer axles consisting of two units, one of which is a 
 tractor  or straight truck power unit. 
Class 9 - All five-axle vehicles consisting of two units, one of which is a tractor or 
 straight truck power unit. 
Class 10 - All vehicles with six or more axles consisting of two units, one of which is a 
 tractor or straight truck power unit. 
Class 11 - All vehicles with five or fewer axles consisting of three or more units, one of 
 which is a tractor or straight truck power unit. 
Class 12 - All six-axle vehicles consisting of three or more units, one of which is a tractor 
 or straight truck power unit. 
Class 13 - All vehicles with seven or more axles consisting of three or more units, one of 
 which is a tractor or straight truck power unit(Wyman et. al., 1985). 
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Fig. 5.1. FHWA vehicle classification scheme F report (Wyman et. al., 1985). 
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5.3. STATISTICAL MODELS FOR VEHICLE CLASSES 
Extensive WIM data used for development of the simulation model includes 35 million 
trucks; vehicles were recorded in 32 different WIM sites in 19 States. All vehicles 
recorded by a WIM station have been assigned a vehicle class. Vehicle classes 4-13 are 
considered as trucks. 
The maximum bending moments due to all 35 million WIM data trucks were calculated 
on a span 90 ft long, divided by the moment due to HL93 loading and grouped according 
to corresponding vehicle class. Results for each class were plotted on normal probability 
paper. Distribution of vehicle class 13 is shown on Fig. 5.2. 
 
Fig. 5.2. Distribution of ratio: truck moment / HL-93 moment for vehicles class 13. 
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Each class has a unique distribution which cannot be fitted by one of the common 
distributions. The best result was obtained by fitting a few normal distributions in certain 
ranges. A normal distribution on normal probability paper is represented by a straight 
line.  
Distribution of vehicle class 13 can be divided into 3 approximately straight sections as is 
shown on fig 5.3.  
 
Fig. 5.3. WIM data for vehicle class 13 divided into 3 sets. 
To see a better distribution of each section the data with all vehicles in class 13 was 
divided into 3 sets. The first set contains ratios below 0.22, second 0.22-0.6 and third 
above 0.6. Each section was plotted separately on the probability paper, figure 4. A 
scatter plot on Fig.5.4 shows that the ends of the distribution are less populated. About 
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70% of the data population is within +/- one standard deviation from the mean, which 
corresponds to +/-1 on the vertical axis.  
 
Fig. 5.4.Distributions of sets of vehicle class 13. 
Number of trucks in each set and percentile to the total number of vehicles in class was 
calculated. Next a straight line was fitted to each data set with the special attention to the 
center part of the distribution (+/-1 at the standard normal variable axis), Fig.5.5. 
Statistical parameters (mean value and standard deviation) were obtained directly from 
the graphs. 
For vehicle class 13, 3 data sets were considered. Set 1 with vehicles which caused 
moment ratio below 2.2 contains 4.88 % of all vehicles in this class. Mean value, µ, for 
this set is 0.22 and standard deviation, σ, is 0.03. Set 2 with vehicles which caused 
moment ratio between 2.2-0.6 contains 77.34 % of all vehicles in this class. Mean value, 
µ, for this set is 0.45 and standard deviation, σ, is 0.1. Set 3 with vehicles which caused 
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moment ratio above 0.6 contains 17.78 % of all vehicles in this class. Mean value, µ, for 
this set is 0.79 and standard deviation, σ, is 0.15.  
 
Fig. 5.5. Normal distributions fitted to WIM data for vehicle class 13. 
The best fit to the vehicle class 13 was obtained when set 1 was simulated within range 
0.05 to 0.25, set 2 within range 0.23-0.6 and set 3 above 0.6. Generated moment ratios of 
vehicles class 13 are shown on Fig.5.6. 
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Fig. 5.6.Live load moment ratios for vehicle class 13. 
Similar procedure was repeated for vehicle class 4-12. Statistical parameters for all 
considered vehicle classes are summarized in Table 5.1. All considered classes were 
simulated using two or three normal distributions, and trimmed to appropriate ranges to 
obtain the best fit. Generated moment ratios for each vehicle class show good or very 
good fit to the actual values from WIM data. Results are plotted on Fig.5.7-5.15. 
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Table 5.1.Statistical parameters of simulation model. 
Vehicle 
Class Set 
Trim 
Range 
% of vehicles in 
class 
Mean 
Value 
Standard 
Deviation 
4 
1 > 0.08 31.30 0.16 0.02 
2 > 0.20 68.70 0.32 0.08 
5 
1 > 0.08 21.60 0.15 0.015 
2 > 0.15 78.40 0.17 0.08 
6 
1 > 0.08 78.58 0.175 0.017 
2 > 0.20 21.42 0.32 0.12 
7 
1 > 0.08 20.90 0.20 0.02 
2 > 0.20 79.10 0.555 0.07 
8 
1 0.10-0.30 80.40 0.22 0.03 
2 0.20-0.45 17.50 0.34 0.04 
3 > 0.45 2.10 0.53 0.09 
9 
1 > 0.08 22.30 0.22 0.03 
2 > 0.20 77.70 0.37 0.10 
10 
1 0.08-0.30 45.40 0.22 0.03 
2 0.30-0.70 54.50 0.43 0.06 
3 > 0.60 0.50 0.75 0.06 
11 
1 0.10-0.20 27.50 0.18 0.02 
2 0.20-0.45 47.20 0.30 0.08 
3 > 0.45 25.30 0.49 0.04 
12 
1 > 0.08 18.10 0.22 0.03 
2 > 0.20 81.90 0.33 0.07 
13 
1 0.08-0.25 4.88 0.22 0.03 
2 0.23-0.60 77.34 0.45 0.10 
3 > 0.60 17.78 0.79 0.15 
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Fig. 5.7. Vehicle class 4, simulation. 
 
Fig. 5.8. Vehicle class 5, simulation. 
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Fig. 5.9. Vehicle class 6, simulation. 
 
Fig. 5.10. Vehicle class 7, simulation. 
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Fig. 5.11. Vehicle class 8, simulation. 
 
Fig. 5.12. Vehicle class 9, simulation. 
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Fig. 5.13. Vehicle class 10, simulation. 
 
Fig. 5.14. Vehicle class 11, simulation. 
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Fig. 5.15.Vehicle class 12, simulation. 
5.4. SIMULATION MODEL 
The simulation procedure is performed according to the flowchart on Fig. 5.16. The 
required input information is the percentile of each vehicle class which contributes to 
local truck traffic and the number of vehicles which need to be generated. Moment ratios 
are randomly generated for each set using normal distributions and parameters from 
Table 5.1. Next the generated values are filtered to satisfy the boundary conditions of 
each set. Each class consists of generated values from different sets. The number of 
values taken from each set is calculated based on set percentile taken from Table 5.1. The 
last step is combining values from different vehicle classes based on site specific truck 
traffic. The overall number of simulations must be larger than the number of vehicles 
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which need to be generated. This is because some of the generated values are removed 
due to filtration. 
Simulation of Live Load Effect 
For Each Class and Set
Class 4
• Set 1 
µ = 0.16
σ = 0.02
• Set 2
µ = 0.32
σ = 0.08
Class 5
• Set 1 
µ = 0.15
σ = 0.015
• Set 2
µ = 0.17
σ = 0.08
Class 13
• Set 1 
µ = 0.22
σ = 0.03
• Set 2
µ = 0.45
σ = 0.10
•Set 3
µ = 0.79
σ = 0.15
Results of Simulation which are outside the range are removed
Class 4
• Set 1 > 0.08 
• Set 2 > 0.2
Class 5
• Set 1 > 0.08 
• Set 2 > 0.15
Class 13
• 0.08 < Set 1 < 0.25 
• 0.23 < Set 2 < 0.60
• Set 3 > 0.60
Results are Combined Within the Class Based on Sets Contribution
Class 4
• 31.3% of Set 1
• 68.7% of Set 2
Class 5
• 21.6% of Set 1
• 78.4% of Set 2
Class 13
• 4.88% of Set 1
• 77.34% of Set 2
• 17.78% of Set 3
Results are Combined Based on Vehicle Class Contribution 
Live Load Model for The Local Truck Traffic Conditions 
…
…
…
 
Fig. 5.16.Scheme of live load effect simulation. 
Data obtained from simulation can be used as an approximated statistical model of site 
specific live load effect. 
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Few sites from existing WIM data were simulated using the developed algorithm. Results 
were plotted on normal probability paper and compared with actual distribution from 
WIM data, Fig. 5.17-5.22. In all cases simulated data is fairly close to actual live load. 
 
Fig. 5.17.Comparison of moment ratios, based on WIM data and simulation for Colorado 
SPS-2. 
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Fig. 5.18. Comparison of moment ratios, based on WIM data and simulation for Antelope 
EB. 
 
Fig. 5.19.Comparison of moment ratios, based on WIM data and simulation for Arizona 
SPS-2. 
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Fig. 5.20. Comparison of moment ratios based on WIM data and simulation for Illinois 
SPS-6. 
 
Fig. 5.21. Comparison of moment ratios based on WIM data and simulation for Kansas 
SPS-2. 
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Fig. 5.22. Comparison of moment ratios based on WIM data and simulation for Lodi. 
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CHAPTER 6.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1. SUMMARY 
Currently available load models for girder bridges and the structural reliability analysis 
procedures are reviewed. Current code provisions for fatigue analysis and design are 
reviewed.  
The Weigh-in-motion (WIM) data was gathered from all sources and processed into a 
uniform format. Rough data was filtered according to agreed conditions to remove 
passenger vehicles and wrong readings. Whole data was divided into regular truck traffic 
and permit vehicles. Permit vehicles will be used for future research. After filtration 
about 35 million vehicles from regular truck traffic were analyzed. 
Gross vehicle weight of the WIM data trucks was calculated and presented on the normal 
probability paper. 
A unique approach was used to simulate the truck traffic on the bridges. A special 
computer program was developed to reconstruct real truck traffic. Headway distance 
between all data vehicles was calculated based on vehicle speed and time of 
measurement. Next, all vehicles from each site were run over influence lines to calculate 
the load effect on the bridges. This approach includes the probability of a simultaneous 
occurrence of more than one vehicle on the span at the same time.  
The maximum bending moment was calculated on a wide range of span lengths varying 
from 30 ft up to 200 ft. Results were compared with actual design load and presented on 
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the normal probability paper. The results from each site were extrapolated up to a 100 
year time period. The maximum values for different time periods and average daily truck 
traffic (ADTT) were found for each WIM site. The following time periods for extreme 
bending moments were considered: 1 day, 2 weeks, 1 month, 2 months, 6 months, 1 year, 
5 years, 50 years, 75 years, and 100 years. For each time period and ADTT the extreme 
bending moment values from 32 WIM sites were gathered and plotted on the normal 
probability paper. The statistical parameters of live load bending moment were derived. 
The national live load model for the service limit states was proposed. 
For the purpose of development of fatigue load model the moment time history was 
calculated for each WIM site. Moment time histories were calculated on a wide range of 
span lengths varying from 30 ft up to 200 ft and for different types of structures. Three 
cases were investigated: mid-span of the simply supported bridges, the middle support 
and 0.4 of the span length of the continuous bridges. The moment cycles and their 
magnitudes were counted according to rain-flow counting algorithm. The equivalent 
constant cycling loading according to Palmgren-Miner’s rule was calculated for each 
WIM site and span length. The maximum moment cycle ranges were calculated for each 
WIM site and span length. Results of the analysis were compared with current practice. 
The statistical parameters of fatigue live load were derived. The national fatigue live load 
model was proposed. 
In addition to live load models the simulation model of site specific live load effect on the 
bridges was developed. Live load effect due to WIM data trucks was divided according to 
vehicle class and plotted on the normal probability paper. Each vehicle class distribution 
of live load effect was fitted by “multi-normal” distribution. The simulation procedure 
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was described and presented on the flowchart. The results of the simulation were 
compared with WIM data and presented on the normal probability paper. 
6.2. CONCLUSIONS 
1. Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) data is a great source of information about current truck 
traffic conditions and weights. WIM stations provide unbiased data which is especially 
important for research purposes. The purpose of traditional weighting stations is to find 
violations of the legal load limits. Truck drivers communicate with each other and know 
which station is currently open. If they are carrying heavy loads they try to avoid the 
penalty by using secondary roads. Because of this practice data collected by traditional 
weighting stations cannot be considered as representative for current loads. Nowadays 
WIM stations are equipped with sophisticated system of sensors which reduce error in 
measurements. Moreover WIM stations measures not only axle weights and spacing but 
also speed, exact time of measurement, total length, or recognizes the vehicle class 
according to FHWA vehicle classification. WIM stations are collecting data during long 
time periods, 24 hours a day. Data used in this research in most cases was collected 
during one year, 365 days, 24 hours a day. 
2. Live load moment analysis shows that the moment caused by the heaviest trucks 
from the data can exceed the unfactored design load (HL93) by 40%. This was observed 
for all considered span lengths. 
3. The distributions of extreme values are approximately normal and parallel for 
different time periods. The distributions of extreme values for 50 years, 75 years and 100 
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years are very close to each other. This means the extreme 50 years load is not much 
smaller than extreme 100 years load.  
4. Bias factors for the proposed national live load model are smallest for one day 
periods and constantly rising for longer time periods. A similar relation was observed for 
different ADTT’s. The bias factor is the smallest for small ADTT’s and constantly rising 
for longer ADTT’s. The coefficient of variation is larger for short time periods and 
decreases for longer time periods. 
5. Simulation of the actual truck traffic on the bridges is more important for longer 
span lengths because the probability of occurrence of more than one vehicle on a span at 
the same time is larger. Results for shorter spans are approximately equal for single truck 
analysis and truck traffic analysis. 
6. Fatigue load analysis proves that for simply supported bridges the number of 
average load cycles per truck obtained after rain-flow counting is larger for short spans 
and gradually decreases to one for span lengths equal to 90 ft. After span length is equal 
to 90 ft the number of average load cycles per vehicle is constant. More load cycles for 
short spans is due to the length of trucks. For shorter spans the load cycle is produced by 
each axle set, not by the whole truck. When the total wheel base of the vehicle is 
considerably smaller than the span length, load cycles are caused by the whole truck. 
7. Average number of load cycles per truck on continuous bridges at the middle 
support varies for short spans between 2.5-3.5, for longer spans it is approximately the 
same for all sites and is equal to about 2.5. For a positive moment on continuous bridges 
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more load cycles are on short spans (varying from 2.5-3) than on longer spans (varying 
from 1-1.5). 
8. The equivalent constant loading calculated according to Palmgren-Miner’s rule 
divided by moment due to design load produces a ratio which is smaller for short span 
lengths than for longer span lengths. This was observed for simple and continuous 
bridges. 
9. An important observation was that more load cycles for shorter spans are 
compensated by smaller ratios of equivalent moment and moment due to design load. 
Because of that the fatigue damage ratio (real / design) is approximately constant for all 
span lengths and there is no need for distinction in design between short and long spans. 
10. The ratio of maximum fatigue load range and design load for simply supported 
bridges varies between 1.25-1.75 and is approximately constant for all spans. For the 
negative moment on continuous bridges the ratio of maximum fatigue load range and 
design load is smaller for short spans varying between 1-1.5 and for longer spans varies 
between 2-2.5. For the positive moment on continuous bridges the ratio of maximum 
fatigue load range and design load varies between 1.2-1.9 and is approximately constant 
for all span lengths.  
11.  Models for live load moments and fatigue loads can be considered as 
representative of national loads. Statistical parameters were developed for the mean plus 
one and a half standard deviation of the national load. These mean recommended load 
models will be conservative for 95 percent of US sites. 
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12.  Developed simulation model of site specific live load effect on the bridges is 
proved to give relatively close solutions to actual loads calculated based on WIM data. 
CHAPTER 7.  RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Presented load models were developed for the static portion of live load effect. However, 
bridges experience both static and dynamic effects due to passing trucks. The dynamic 
effect on the bridges depends on road roughness, bridge stiffness, vehicle speed, and 
vehicle suspension. The dynamic effect on the bridges will produce more short duration 
load cycles with smaller than static magnitude. The fatigue damage due to dynamic load 
will be higher than for static load. However, the duration of load cycles due to the 
dynamic effect is very short. Material fatigue resistance for high speed cycling loading 
(0.01sec/cycle) is different than for medium speed cycling loading (0.1-1 sec/cycle) and 
they cannot be treated equally. More research is required in both areas: fatigue resistance 
for high speed cycling loading and evaluation of fatigue live load due to dynamic effect. 
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APPENDIX A 
Results of the live load moments analysis for WIM data were plotted on the normal 
probability papers, Fig. A1 - A15. Marked time periods (1 day, 2 weeks, 1 month, 2 
months, 6 months, 1 year, 5 years, 50 years and 75 years) were derived for maximum 
values based on assumed ADTT. Different ADTT's were investigated: 250, 1000, 2500, 
5000 and 10000. Legend for presented graphs is shown on Fig. 3.2.  
Each distribution was extrapolated up to 75 years. After extrapolation the maximum 
values for each time period from all WIM sites were found. Results were plotted on 
normal probability papers Fig. A16-A40. 
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Fig. A1.Vertical Coordinates for Different Time Periods, ADTT = 1000 and Span = 30 ft. 
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Fig. A2.Vertical Coordinates for Different Time Periods, ADTT = 2500 and Span = 30 ft. 
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Fig. A3.Vertical Coordinates for Different Time Periods, ADTT = 5000 and Span = 30 ft. 
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Fig. A4.Vertical Coordinates for Different Time Periods, ADTT = 1000 and Span = 60 ft. 
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Fig. A5.Vertical Coordinates for Different Time Periods, ADTT = 2500 and Span = 60 ft. 
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Fig. A6.Vertical Coordinates for Different Time Periods, ADTT = 5000 and Span = 60 ft. 
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Fig. A7.Vertical Coordinates for Different Time Periods, ADTT = 1000 and Span = 90 ft. 
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Fig. A8.Vertical Coordinates for Different Time Periods, ADTT = 2500 and Span = 90 ft. 
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Fig. A9.Vertical Coordinates for Different Time Periods, ADTT = 5000 and Span = 90 ft. 
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Fig. A10.Vertical Coordinates for Different Time Periods, ADTT = 1000 and Span = 120 
ft. 
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Fig. A11.Vertical Coordinates for Different Time Periods, ADTT = 2500 and Span = 120 
ft. 
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Fig. A12.Vertical Coordinates for Different Time Periods, ADTT = 5000 and Span = 120 
ft. 
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Fig. A13.Vertical Coordinates for Different Time Periods, ADTT = 1000 and Span = 200 
ft. 
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Fig. A14.Vertical Coordinates for Different Time Periods, ADTT = 2500 and Span = 200 
ft. 
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Fig. A15.Vertical Coordinates for Different Time Periods, ADTT = 5000 and Span = 200 
ft. 
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Fig. A16. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 250 and span length 30 
ft. 
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Fig. A17. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 1000 and span length 
30 ft. 
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Fig. A18. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 2500 and span length 
30 ft. 
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Fig. A19. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 5000 and span length 
30 ft. 
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Fig. A20. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 10000 and span length 
30 ft. 
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Fig. A21. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 250 and span length 60 
ft. 
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Fig. A22. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 1000 and span length 
60 ft. 
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Fig. A23. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 2500 and span length 
60 ft. 
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Fig. A24. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT =5000 and span length 
60 ft. 
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Fig. A25. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 10000 and span length 
60 ft. 
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Fig. A26. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 250 and span length 90 
ft. 
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Fig. A27. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 1000 and span length 
90 ft. 
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Fig. A28. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 2500 and span length 
90 ft. 
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Fig. A29. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 5000 and span length 
90 ft. 
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Fig. A30. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 10000 and span length 
90 ft. 
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Fig. A31. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 250 and span length 
120 ft. 
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Fig. A32. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 1000 and span length 
120 ft. 
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Fig. A33. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 2500 and span length 
120 ft. 
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Fig. A34. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 5000 and span length 
120 ft. 
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Fig. A35. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 10000 and span length 
120 ft. 
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Fig. A36. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 250 and span length 
200 ft. 
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Fig. A37. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 1000 and span length 
200 ft. 
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Fig. A38. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 2500 and span length 
200 ft. 
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Fig. A39. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 5000 and span length 
200 ft. 
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Fig. A40. CDF’s of Mean Maximum Moment Ratios for ADTT = 10000 and span length 
200 ft. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
Fig. B1. Ratio of equivalent moment divided by moment due to design load for mid-span 
of simply supported bridges. 
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Fig. B2. Ratio of equivalent moment divided by moment due to design load for middle 
support of continuous bridges. 
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Fig. B3. Ratio of equivalent moment divided by moment due to design load for 0.4 of the 
span length on continuous bridges. 
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Fig. B4. Average number of load cycles per truck for mid-span of simply supported 
bridges. 
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Fig. B5. Average number of load cycles per truck for middle support of continuous 
bridges. 
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Fig. B6. Average number of load cycles per truck for 0.4 of the span length on 
continuous bridges. 
 
